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The Student Employment Services Center held an open house 
on Friday to let people know that returning college and 
university students and high school students are looking for 
work and ready to take on any lob, big or small. From left to 
right .are Colette Kuemper, Nadla Stella, Henry Leong, 
-afternoon, to talk about job olP Leong. 
two front-runners 
supervisor, at the student I~!acement office, Tr ish Philpot, 
Stacey Cooke, Usa Hewins/Barb Marr and Melissa Davies. 
Over 300 students will be looking for work this summer In the 
Terrace area. 
o 
|mploymentmore lustve tbi ,, .summer., 
HeraM ~ W men ' S0pelcentin the numbs.of.students x~ of a job tbat ~vm I~ ava~b eTe--d~ring T E R R A C E -- T e r r a e o employment office offlelais. 
businessmen lakeheed. About 300 Unltkelustyear, the job market in looking for work in the Terrace arca. /~. July and Angust, but.the interviews 
• students are back from college and Terracels low thisyanr,acoording I, eoug says many students have won'tbeantiltheendefMaysountil 
university, or finisidng l~h school to one employment spokesman, beengoingbacktothesameJ.ob~year -, th~ she~s going to look for work as a 
this summer' and they'll all be "bast year, 258 Job vacancies after year, but thin year. job waitress or clerk. 
looking for work. ~ were filled by the office. However, vacancies just havan'tmatorlallzed. "- T~esa Weismiller has had two 
this year we already have 300 ap- "The major employers of~Terrace years' experience with the em- 
About 30 of those students visited plications from studenin looking for are not Ldring," ~plains Leong. ploynient office, and has had a jo5 
an open house at the Student Era- - work and no openings from some.of "Businesses like - B.C. Timber, both years/She says the job market 
ployment Services 'Center Friday_ the larger employers in town;" says B.C. Hydro and B.C. Tel are not ': in Terrace'is "pretty bad" but even 
taking any students, so that means ifshede~sh'tfindwork, shewillstay 
they're going to have to rely on the through 'the summer. With a Alberta swings to .telail and toarlsrn ,industry to background inedncatian,' sho would : - -  provide work." like to find s job working with kids, 
The Herald interviewed some of but she'l~ take any Job that is offered 
thestndenis atthe open house to find, ~. to'her, r ' 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  John Turner Schmidt of Edmonton, co-chairmun 
and Jean Chretien have the deelared of Joh~ton's campaign in.Alberta. 
support "of at least half the Alberta Schmidt has had to fight a tide of 
delegates to the Liberal leadership publicity for Tumor and Chrotiun. 
-convention. .~ And Alberta will not have a can- 
But the two front-runners, till didaten' forum where Johnston can 
have reason 'to look over their be comparedwith e others. 
shoulders occasionally and check "I think it's a big problem for us 
the rest of the pack. because, unfortunately, the press 
Justice Minister Mark has been fecusin~ on two people," 
MacGulgan, with the support of' Schmidt said. 
Edmonton Mayor Laurence Decore He has had to contend with a 
and the help of one of Decere's chief widespread belief that Turner is the 
organizers i has cellentedthe support man who can lend the Liberals out of 
of several delegates. . the wilderness in Alberta, where the 
Other.delegates are natives and party has not won a seat since the 
could end up supparting Indian four it took in 1968. 
Affairs Minister John Munro. "If there's one word I have come 
~Organizero for Economic to dislike in this Campaign, it's the 
Development Minister Den Johnston. word winnability." 
claim softness among Turner Amember of the Liberals' reform 
delegates; ethers claim slgnlflcant commission, Schmidt said the idea 
second-ballot support . for of  Liberals voting for Turner 
Employment Minister John because he looks like a winner 
Roberts. comes too close to the image of a 
Their cempnl~us tend to be low- party doln~ anything to cling to 
key and, ,by Turner or Chreilen .powerfor power's ake. 
standards, underfunded. " . . . .  
"I haven't sprat a nickel," said FIGHT8 PERCEPTION 
Los Rondar, coordinator of the "One of the things we fought under 
Roberis'o campaign in thecalgery Trudaau was the perception that the 
area. lcadec was the party. 
Yet the small-scale personal of- "Our problem isn't leadership, it's 
forts canyield results, as in Red followership. We've got to have 
Deer last Saturday, when seven followers who can go out and sell 
delegates were selectsd by about~0 themselves in the ridlngs." 
at the provinelni youth commission With little staff or money, the 
ment~.  .methodhas been to have someone at 
81JkTE DEFEATED every delegate selection meeting to 
Ass van-member Turner slate was PUt up Johnston slgns and make 
wiped out by a elate of three contacts. 
delegates for Johnston, two for That mirrors the approach of the 
Chretian, one for MacGnlgan and two main Roberts workers: Rondar- 
..one unesmmllted. - in  Calgary and Jack Thorpe in - 
It was a happy outcome for Grog - Edmonton. 
out wbat the poor job market means 
to them. 
Lloyd Atrill i~a just finished 
another year o f  oollege and is 
looking for work so that he can 
return to school in the fall. He was 
enrolled in the summer employment 
program last year and got a job at 
B.C. Timber. He says if he can't find 
a job this summer, he'll probably 
have to tak~ a student loan in the fall 
to continue his schooling. 
Stacey Cook is finishing secondary 
school and is ready to enter the job 
market. Although e was enrolled in 
the employment program last year, 
he was not successful in: finding a 
job, so he's hoping for better luck 
this year. He was hopeful on the day 
of the open house, because he was at 
the office for a job interview. 
Barbara Mart. will only ~valt a 
month to find work in Terrace. She's 
hoping:to find a job here for the 
summer before she rctums to 
university. She had an application 
in with the office last year, hut 
decided to enroU in a French im- 
mersion program and ened up 
taking a loan to complete her last 
year !of university. 
Students' opinions vary, with 
same saying the market is im- 
proving and others believing that 
. there will not be work this summer;. 
' What ever you think, if you're a 
student looking for ~vork and haven't 
. registered yet, do no today. There 
are 300 applicants on the waiting list, 
10ut the employment office will try to 
find a Job to match your skills and 
abilities, 
University student Nadia Stella, . HenryLeong ean be reached at the 
lm only bean in Terrace for .one StudentEmployment Center at &~-  
week, but she registered her name - 7134, extension 240, between the 
with the office the day she returned, hours of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. Monday 
Last year, Nadia only waited two to Friday. 
.~ ~ .  J L  M_  __ I __ M_ . . . . .  M - -  J L  ~ ~_  
World bankers 
search for cure tO 
I 
global debt cris,s    
NEW' YORK Renter) - -  world 
central bankers began debating 
long.term cures for ~e global debt 
crisis today as offidals preparing 
for the London summit of the seven '
leading industrial democracies said 
they, too, were reviewing the issue. 
Officials from 29 central banks, 
monetary agencies and~commercial 
banks'arrtved in New York on 
will have to walt until g lo l~/  
economic recovery has taken rob{.. 
Feldatoin, however, ~said the 
currant series o f  meetings are/~- 
tended to bring about an emil}' 
"intermediate" solution to the crisis 
affecting developing countries, 
v/nich together owe foreign, mostly 
western, creditors about $700 billion. 
DIVIDES OFFICIALS 
Sunday for talks over the wisdom of Diplomatic ,sources and some 
imposing harsh~;sustedty !mm. :  : ~: l~agan a~.at ion  officlala said 
on debt-plagued coimh'l~'4fi"Eetm~n'. !U;S, po l ieym~ are divided own" 
for help from the Intematlonel the necd for a new strategy to handle 
Monetary Fund. the debt crisis. .:;. 
Recmt riots over such IbiF-style While Feldatein, Voleker and New 
policies in the Dominican Republic York Fed President Anthony 
claimed 50 lives and !eft:m0re than .~l~m0n ar¢~0Pe~ to ideu for new 
200 people in j~ . ' ;  :~ i ! "::~i;i !.10ng4~.m cures, theU,S, Treamry 
Western diplomatic sources have Department is'sticking to its current 
said that with the debt lame firmly 
established on the summit agenda, 
proposals emer~g "at the bankers 
meeting would beeom'e pert oflthe 
debt debate. Besides host Britain, 
the London summit will bring 
together the leaders of the United 
States, Canada,-West Germany, 
France, Itay and Japan. 
NEW URGENCY 
Both U.S. Treasury Secretary 
Donald Regan and Martin Feldstein, 
President Reagan's chief economic 
adviser, have said talks are under 
way. 
~,-'ven 
meeting was prepared months ago, 
the talks have been charged..with 
urgancy as fears of new increases in. 
U.S. interest rates abound. 
Chairman Paul Volcker of the.U.S. 
Federal Reserve Board~ who is 
attondin~ the New York ta!ks~ a id  
. last wsok that,ff international~ in-
cost debtoi" countrics an additiobal 
$3.5 billion. 
l~an ,  speaking Sunday on NBC 
television's Meet the Press, warne~ 
_ that a world monetary cenfermco 
though., the New York 
"case-by.case" approach. 
Bankers, government officials and 
• dipl0maUe ~ources say the coil*. 
• terence wfll.debale:. :' 
- -  A limit on the interest acountr~.'i 
is charged on its bank loans, an idea.: 
propened by Solomon last week. !: 
- -  Introducing fixed payments fo~ 
debtor countries based on a per-':. 
centage of their gross national: 
product. The payments would havel 
no time limit and the pr@ertions of! 
interest and capital would vary.: 
according to the direction of market! 
rates. 
- -  Capltalidq interest paymentoi 
• whereby interest paid in excess of ai 
certain level would be added to th~ 
principal. 
';-- ~ more funds for thd 
IMF, whose chairman Jacques Dd.. 
Larosiere is attondlng the meetly,:. 
.- .ad .the W~d ~ ~er  t~ough 
.... fU~'£n~tk~'  or from ¢~v.m'~n- 
- - :  A wider role fot~ the World 
Bank, allowing if to, offer medium- 
teem, bnlsne~of-paymeats id to 
countries a~TinK to ~ austerity 
programs. 
Tribal  dancers , ::-:: 
greet  the Pope . . . . .  
PORT MORESBY (AP)  - -  Pope 
John Paul arrived in this tiny South 
Pacific capital of Papua" New 
Guinea today to a greeting by tribal 
dancers, 5,000 faithful and e bagpipe 
band. 
The pontiff kissed the ground as he 
stopped off a DC-10 and a 21.gtm 
salute boomed over the airport, a 
former Second World War fighter 
base. A band played the Vatieun and 
Papua New Gulnon anthems. 
Beside the plane, dancers wearing 
feathers mid pig tusks chanted a 
traditional welcome as drumbeats 
sounded. 
After grceting Prime Minister 
Michael Somme and Papua New 
Guinea's governor ganeral, Sir 
Kin@ford Dibela, the Pope medea 
short speeih in English and repeated 
it in Motu and pidgin, the two most 
common tongues in this diverse 
Melanesian society. 
He told the crowd in front of the 
terminal in the humid, overcast late 
afternoon that he had been "nur- 
turing in my heart a particular 
Both claim victory in 
desire" to Visit this island, a former 
colony at. various times of Britain, 
crowd. Four children presented him 
with a garkund of tropical flowers. 
-The Pope arrived from Seoul, 
where a youth brandinhing a toy 
pistol caused a scare Sunday by 
charging af his motorcade. The 
youth was quickly apprehended and. 
the Pope was not aware of the in<: 
eldent when it occurred. -" 
STUDENT GUARDED 
Police Identified the mn~ as Lee 
Joon-kyu, 23, a university student, 
and said he had a three.ysar history. 
of me~tal instability. He was tskeh 
to a hcopltal, placed, under po l i~e  + 
guard and sol~eduled to under~.' 
s~hia~c, enminaUon, poliO--,.: 
impregnation a d assisted at the 
births, def~ded the mother, 31- 
your-old Jenlce Smale, saying 
her common-law husband wants  
children and will stand by her." 
"She was sterilized against her • :. 
will at the age of 21 when she was : 
quite immature and quite unable 
to understand the consequences. 
of that action," he told a news | 
conferense, "It was something :':1 
she bitterly regretted later." [ 
He said Smile and the quads : : t  
were still at the hospital Sunday ""l 
and all were doing fine. ' l  
LONDON (AP) -- Britein's 
first tent-tube quadruplets were 
reported in gsod conditinn 
Sunday, and the physician who 
led the team that delivered the 
babies to an unmarried mother of 
three said he has no. regrets. 
The infants, three boys and a 
girl, were born last Wednesday at 
Hammarsmith Hospital, but the 
births were not disclosed until 
' Saturday. 
Dr. Robert Winston, head of the 
medical team tha, ,~'fnrmed the 
Test-tube quadruplets 
for unmarried mother 
I 
But threats to mine the main high:~ 
ways and "fight the army in th~ 
streets" did net materialized, The 
only big clash was in the country's 
third4argest city of San M/guel, 
about 135 kllometres east of San 
Salvador. .:- 
SdporS opened fire from ~a bell 
inw~ of a Roman Catholic athedral 
and a theatre at dawn. ' 
voters. "
Officials said they had eliminated 
many of the snags that prevented 
200,000 of the eligible 1.8 million 
voters from casting ballots in the, 
first round March 25. Initial reports 
indicated about 1.6 million people 
voted Sunday, compared with 1.2 
million in March, officials said. 
All Salvadorans are required by 
law to vote. 
VOTER8 CONFUSED 
In March, ballot boxes arrived 
late at many polling stations, voters 
were confused over where they were 
'supposed to cast ballots and the 
electoral registry had numerous 
er rors .  
Eight candidates from moderate 
to far,right parties competed then. 
Duarte took 43.4 per cent of the votes 
in that election, with d'Aubulsaan 
winning 29.7 per cent. Since neither 
won 50 per cent, a runoff was 
required. 
Duarto proposes a national con- 
eiliation, including talks with rebals~ 
to end a 4½.year-old civil war, but 
only if they agree to lay down their 
arms. D'Aut~Isson, who is alleged 
to have links with El Salvador's 
notorious death squads, says the 
mu~,rillas must be 
militarily. 
Leftists boycotted beth elections, 
dlsmisoing them as a farce and 
saying the only way to held a fair 
vote is by negotiating a share of 
power first. 
Rebels blew up power lines 
Sunday, blacking out a large part of 
the country. They also dug trenches 
in a 'few highways and burned , 
ballots in three small towns. 
SAN SALVADOR (AP)  - -  Centrist 
Jose Napoleon Dunrte and his right- 
opponent Roberto d'Aubnlsson 
are both cinlming victory in El 
Salvador's presidential election 
following Sunday's run-off vote. 
The confiieilng claims were based 
on exit polls by the two sides, but 
election officials said the first of- 
flcial returns would not be available 
until4]atar today. Final results are 
not expected for several days. 
The contest between Duarte,'.a 
Christian Democrat, and 
d'Auhulsson, lender o f  the ultra- 
right Republican Nationalist 
Alliance, appeared tO be largaly free 
of rebel disruption and of the 
bureaucratic bungling that marred 
the first round. 
Representatives of beth parties 
said returok they had compiled 
showed their candidate l adlng with 
55 per cent of the vote. 
However, an Indepeadont survey 
of Voters leaving the polls gave 
Dusrte 54 per cant of the vote 
ugnlmt 46 per cent for d'Aubnlsoon. 
poll has a four-per-cent margin 
of error, said a spokesman for the 
Mismi.bessd Spanish International 
.Network, which released the survey 
/i:: 
Germany and Australia. 
Roman Catholics make up the 
largest rel~lous group in Papua 
New Guinea, comprising one-thi~. 
of the three million inhabitants. ::: 
After his address, the Pope wnlke~: 
in front Of the cheering, wavi~: 
E! Salvador 
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;  iru:h=,ow. Tempest on the-prairies: 
YOU I N . A BA Y  (JE ANP 
. ~ ~ The re f i t  decision by the federal ealy payouts were in 1978 and ]979 critical of I-l~inley~s figuros. 
• ' .  ~ .  ~av,d ~m,~'. gov~ent  to revamp tho Western when farmers got $115 million and llanley had over-calculated the" : :. 
t,~. nrP'nGre~I NlckW|Itgn ended controversy : about., the MORE RESPONSIVE ;:, : ~'.' account by  .about, $6;~,~ Gbrsl~ 
,:- .s~,,w,,~,.t~n~w t,.m, usefulness of the inanranea,style The thrnst-/of .the p'roposed said; . . . .  :" ":' ~' ~r '~" ~'4 " ~q" '~ " '" :" ~ ' : ' 
• ' ~ ,~ ~-~,  .. . .~,yo=,~ - plan for grain, farmers.  - amendments  is to make the formula . Geraky  alb) Sa id i~. the"~m'~ ' 
:,: a.~mw,=,yi sue e~,.  in charge of the program, lins said payout more responsive to market "the interest a farmer enroll#d in the 
"; ~.~,~,,~,~,,~,.~,,,~,,ow~,'~'¢'°~c°~w'°~ amendments o the legislation to conditions, plan could have gained" from'in- 
... ~,""~'~"~'w°~'~'~"~'~'~'~o,,,,,~ ~. .  ~ ,~ ~, , s.,.-, make the plan more responsive to Without those change,  there vesting the money from the two 
:.. ~,n~. , , , ,~m~N,~,~. , , ,~ * theneedsoffarnie~wlllberan~ned won't be.a pa~oqt thinyear despite payouts in 1978~and:i979. . :.: . : 
"~=~'~'~"  " through Parliament by the end of fallinggrainpriossandad0ublingof He said the actnslfigur'es should ' *  ~ Tr4  TwrK I ,  K l f lm4t  D i l l y  H~r ik l  ~ M 
'; r~4umbt, P~,r.oon~t.P°4tfl¢~tlytn~t'nd"membw°~theBdtlsh June. western farm bankrui)toies in 1963. be like this: 
.:. The alterations will.' provide a However, that still leaves~.seme Thefarmer.withhin.meney.inthe: | ~.~. :: 
:. ~ much-needed poyout' to grain far= farmers ~der ing  ft. the ~mi.is bank would have a bank accOunt Of 1, I " ' ' '  
• . mere from the $'920 million sitting in ' worthwhile. . , -  ... i:~./(. ~ $10,169 while 'a farmer ~.enrelled ,in". [ . . . .  ~ 
. . .  the plen's coffers. - I t  all brings t0~minda, heated the..p!an would :have::~ave~:recetved ~ | ~ 
= [ [I Farmers serous the West have letter.writing dsbete ' lust .yenr ,  payou.tkof;6,89~andc0uldhavep0t 
, been in an uproar became they between a Saskatehewan~grkln thatmoileyin~ebanki.~ndenlleeh..d ''r P Letters , . v . , ,  received a payment from ,.farmerand an offl¢ial.0fthe;~la~i, afurther $5,846 in interest for~ii total ,. 
to  ' : the plan since 1979, despite sluggish The letters were pr inted in!The of $12,741. . . ' th • Editor , .~  prices and rising production Grainews, the Wlnulpeg-based fai in 
costs in the last couple oI~ years. Journal published:by. United Grain' GAP WILL WIDEN .... - : '  
With the amendments, 123,000 Growers. ' :'~ ' :  Goreky said in a recant interview 
' Prairie grain farmers willget a total Garvin Hanley, ~/, Reg ina~a his figures stand. And the gap will 
of more than ~OOmlllion.by this fal].~ . farmer and head Of ~r Growers of widen even more in favor of the plan' 
9ET UP IN 19~6 WesternCanada,kaldin'alett~r~that unee the amendments are passed. Motorcyclists But that hasn't sil~ced many a typiualgraln produc~r,iwh0/con- Gorsky said a farmer who has 
critics of the plan that was set up in tributed the maximum amount to "been. paying the maximum levy.' 
,;: beware 1976 to.protect the grain producers the plan each year sines it'~.wks could get. about' $5,500 from the' 
I was filled with anger and from ups and dawns in the established would have been better payout his fall. " I ~ ~ " ~  1 
: frustration when I learned of the agricultural economy. . • off ff he' had put his money in the With another payment expected'in " 
Several opposition MPs have said bank and Collected interest. 1985, payouts and interest from the 
-.. tragic death of another fellow that farmers haven't got as much ' PROFIT8 SLIM plan could stand at about $26,000 ;--- , 
: : motorcyclist in Terrace last Wed- out of the plan as they've put in. ' Henley bald that as of Dec. 31, far ahead of what a farmer with just. i 
nesday. Under the voluntary plan, farmers 1963, that" farmer would have con- bank account would have. i : I had just returned from a week in a . 
. the Okanogsn where there is an pay an aanual.levy based on their trlbutedabeut~,500inlevieatofite.. In the House of "Commons, ~ .~  
:::abundance of motorcycles. Un- preduetlon. The maximum con- ' pinr/andgbtback~6,894inpaymenhi: Agriculture Minister EUgene',, 
.:. fortunately most of the drivers of trlbutlon ~,aries but is currently for a proof of $ 9 9 4 . .  : Whelan, whose department is 
those motorcycles are very close to $1,200 a year. The federal govern- However, he saidif the farmer had : responsible for administering the : 
.,.becoming statistics themselves, meat adds $2 for every dollar put in put that same $5,900 in:a bank, he plan, denied that farmers have been ,~" 
:.:They not only Inch driving ex- by furmers, would have aecumulated :. $16,500. short-changed. ' ,.~,. 
;:. perieneebuttheyalsaincktheskllis Producers get a payout when Subtract. the plan payouts he Hes~idoneaall the past payments i ~ i~[ (~ "" J : " 
needed to survive on a motorcycle, market conditions, rising costs, bad wouldn't have received in i978 and ~ and payments :anticipated in the • 
weather or other factors 1979 and the net benefit is $9,606, said *~ " 
Fortunately in Terrace the local dramatically cut total net cash flow Hanley. 
~ RCMP offer those surival to farmers-- the difference between 
techniques, through their Motor- .all money received from grain sales . But Garth Gorsky, director of the ~ doingln faet,too:.well...WlielanHesaidealdthey may be :/... : : . . .  :,.. 
.. cycle Safety Program. , , 
• For  all those motureyetista in • and total production costs. , , Western  Gra in  Stabillsation'. payouts might  pose a seHons  t lm 
i Terrace; take the eoursel It could Under  that complex  formula, the Program,  in a replying letter, was  ~ to the plan's' self-financing, ','; ,, 
next coupleof years'are token into , ,, , 
account, farmers are doing well. • ...... 
all tho A I n : 
   :Mexlcan leader very well save your life. . ,~ , ~ . 
. • . . ,  , : . . • • • 
- -  Sarcastic .Joh n so atte m p ts ,. ',i / 
After seeing the results of the J_ _ • - -  . s  '". " - s ' . s  .. Mexico must "insist- On" par- Washington on May 14-16 tomeet 
Motoroyde accident last week, I felt 
l hadto let other Motorcye~= know I r~ n,n  nnwn nrn  =r  • n udpat~ in any political solutions President Reagan. 
th'at his unfortunate accident could v .~dVll I ~VWW I .i V i= l  I V I  ' ' rV~l~ l  I%e41~4TI.A.L%J%.~ to conflicts in Central America, MEETTRUDEAU 
Mexican President Mlguel  de la Two private meetings betwean de 
possibly have been avoided. HALIFAX (CP) -- Economic put allthat ogethe~ and at the same didate" and stressed his roots in Madrid said on his arrival in the  ia Madrid and Prime Minister 
l've been an avid motoroyellst for Development Minister Donald .time inspire the country." Prince Edward Island. . capital Sunday nlght to begin a two- Trudsau are scheduled, and :the 
the last 15 years, and considered Johnston challenged fellow LiberAl Again, the warmest response was - "My cards are spades and hearts day official visit. Mexican leader is to address 
myself quite knowledgeable about leadership eandidates toget specific reserved for shots at Conservatives ' --spades for work and hearts for The 49-yesr-old leader' Said Latin Parliament on Tuesday. .. 
motorcycles and safe riding Sunday in a sarcastic attack thai and their leader, Brian Mulruney. !i earing. That's what Atlantic American countries "are now Mexico is gradually pulling itself 
techniques. This spring the RCMP made him stick out like a sore "I have a dream: give me Brian" Liberalism is all about." struggling fiercely againstone ofthe out of an economic crisis that 
sponsored a. mo.to.rcyele.safe.ty than~.b.. . . . . .  '. ' Mulroney for seven weeks (in an'~i . Eugene Wbelun'spplied. hin ex.. most nrofoand economic rises in develo,,~inlg~ wheaasta,o,,4-o 
program.  &t  tirst z tnsugnt it woma dunmten nan  asked me omer  mx ' election camnalun)  and  we of the ' ,,~rienee as a~';ealture m t,,'-*--" "-' . L ,  • " ~ , .  , . . . . . . . . .  ~T  ....... , . , _ .,p?_..~. r--o-- • r+ o-- . .~,~. .v  men" nmmr be . . . . .  Y" t;ountnes uKe ueot el ~ onnon teresa It to em a waste of my time, but I was candidates to put their cards.on the. • .Liberal party will show how em ty problem the Atlantic . • ,,.,,,~,~v.a~l,~.,,,.~,,~n~,~1,,~v ,.~,~'h1~',a,,~,~, ' ,  a~.,~ . . . .  ,~,,,..,,~.... . . . . . . .  ~.,.,~,_,.~:,,~.,.,~,.~,_-,~.~, ~;,,',, ,~.; ~.,, ~,9,~..~ -~; __=~:~ . i~. .ry,~. ~CanadaandMexicocanhelpprotoct back on imports and develue,the 
~.~..e, • v.,.=,... ,q,-.,,.,~ ..~.v.,~ ,,~,- ,-.,,,, -,,,~-s = ~m.T-=uu6 laud3 ..... .- .© mm me Imrt3. m, ~mm ~.mr=u~m..." wnlco fie sale neefleu, oeuer n,a m.~rtmnto ~ ~n~,wt|o d,n,=tnnm~l~ [Az, bK f,., ~,~,~/t~i.~#~i~mntbmn11/~"qlN~= 
technlquenthero, than in the inSt r confermee- that  gave-abeut :  .SO~,.,.,,.,,,,,Empfo.~/~eat IVlf~r J ohn-  'marketinx.verhauswiththeheloof . .~o- -  ~.,.,,,~.o .h,~.~a . . . . . . . . . . .  ..,---,,. . . . . .  ,--..--.,~- 
cou"lenf-earsofrldln~"~Thissame " 'Atindtie 'IAbernls a look a" ..u ...... ._,...:.~;,..~.c,,.~..~.~,.;,,..,_.~.:~_. ....... ....,.,,,,- . . . . .  ,.~,,,~. . . . . .  ,~-~-,~-  -,,..--,*'.-.- .... ~-, .......... ~,' ......... :,.,.,,..~.,.=.,ffi~-~,,,u.,.,.--i~-.=s a a. ~ u,¢ , r~rm,  w,u ,=qu~uuy uppmuueu me tope. ~ Canada already supports the spree fuelled by credit based on the 
course is used for the RCMP contenders. . Cbretien, repeated his warning Contadura group -- made up of country's petroleum reserves.= 
motorcycle divu;ion. This course is Later, Johnston summed up. his against eutting social programs to . "Some of us once thought we 
designed for a motorcyclist o opponento' cards in a recital that ' reduce Canada's ~0-billion deceit, would go to hell if we didn't eat fish' ,Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela nd ' : " 
survive on the road. , included the exeallenee promised by The party must stick to the,~ital on Fridays. But it was for Panama -- in its efforts to find CanadaisoneofabeutSOcoantries 
I feel that ff every motorcyclist John Turner, the compassion centre,', he said. "We've' never marketing. That's what it was for." peaceful solutions to the conflicts co-operating in a rescue effbrt for 
were to take the safety program a lot promised by Energy Minister Jean abandoned Liberalism before . . . .  All but 150 of the Liberals at the between left-and right.wing political the Mexican economy to the tune of 
of needless aeeidoots could be Chretienandthoceringprcmisedby • lt's time for the courage to stand for conferenceeame from Nova Scotia. groups throughout Central America, hundreds of millions of dollars in 
avoided. The techniques, that are Justice Minister Mark MaeGuigan. a strong (central) government." Ten came from Newfoundla/|d. especially in Nicaragua and El guaranteed loans and export credits 
i:.shown could possibly save your life,. These gunernl goals amounted to Allof the candidates advocated co- Among the undecided, beth Salvador. for Mexican purchases of Canadian 
• ' During his visit, de In Madrid is goods. 
if the sltuation arises, and I'm'sure ."a good Liberal speech," said 'operation and consultation with the Turner and Chretien won some expected to report on Cantadora During de la Madrid's visit, an 
every motorcyclisthea h d at leant a Johnston, but he warned the party provinces, but saidthe'interests of compliments while Roberts ap- 
::couple of real close calls, should not be too confident about the country as a whole Came first in poured to have made the best ira. plans to establish working groups to additional $100-mlllion .... loan 
• pression. Johnston was considered find solutions for the economic, guarantee agreement is to be signed ::i Toevoryporsonwhoridesorplans winning the next federal election, a disagreement. 
to ride a motorcycle, I strongly "We have to dqmonstrate not only indian Affairs Minister John by some to be too critical, social .. and security concerns that as "a show of confidence '~ in 
. . . .  fuel much of the Central American Mexico's future, Canadian officials 
:: recommend this program, that we have vision, but that we have Munro said he would tell provinces "Den Johnston disappointed me," unrest, Canada has offered to place say. 
!:.: The motorcyclist was in the right policies. The people of Canada want such as. Quebec, Alberta and . 
• said Dana Deiron of Halifax. "I'd ohservers on the working groups. In turn, Canada is seeking a ~~ or wrong, unfortunately it could be to know what tough choices we're Newfoundland that Ottawa was 
~idoad right or dead wrong. Ride prepared to make. This has not prepared to discuss things "but been attracted to him for a ntlmber Gov.Gan.Edsehreyergrseteddo consular agrsement with Mexico so 
i=idefensively, happened today." we're not going to accept your of years because of his views, but his la Madrid at Canadian Forces Base ~hat Canadian tourists ean more 
:. speech today was rather negative." Uplands Airport, calling it "an readily obtain help when they run :i VicMaiesia Johnston's no-nonsense focus on blackmail." Diane Brushett of Truro, N.S., ~ honor and a delight" that the afoul 
policy seemed to fit the billing of the MaeGdigan, ~ now a member of said Roberts came across as the one Mexican leader chose Canada for his unlikely°f that'MexiCanan agre m~tlaws" BUtwillit I~lS 
confercnce, the second of a seriea of Parliament from Windsor, Ont., who would best earry on from Prime first foreign visit outside Latin concluded urisgthisvisit, he of- 
:: Th five leading up to the June 14-17 called himself "the Atlantic can- Minister Trudeau. America since he came to power in fielals say. :!! anks to leadership convention in Ottawa. ' :. . . 
About 3,500 delegates will attend the . 
the marchers  convenUon,.includingabeut60Ofrom.,..o~o,.. Reagan officials brace for violence.. 
:. The Terrace Group for Nuclear But ~e crowd pleasers had more , . 
i~Disarmamunt would like to extend to do with personality and style tha~ WASHINGTON (AP)"  Reagan ~ support his Central American election's impact on Congress and The White House onntonds a 
i':~to thanks to the many people who policy. The audience was cool to admiulstration fficials are bracing policies, the American public, Reagan ad- Duarte-formedgovernmentwou,t be 
::participated in the international criticism of other Liberals j to llfe for a new burst of violence from : ,  "El Salvador is' of enormous ministration officials see in the controlled by the military, the 
~:;Peace Day Walk April 28. We when candidates attacked right-wing death squads if moderate : importance to the United States," election as a plus for the president traditional power in El Salvador. 
port/cnlarily appreciated the many. Progressive Conservatives. Jose Napoleon Duurto, as expected, 'said a U.S. official before the voting and for ,'democracy In Central The military has been linked to 
.banners displayed by local com- FIGHT TORIES wins the presidency of El Salvador. Sunday. "If we hope to stop the America. Salvadoran death squads that 
i:~munity groups, churches, unions "I'm going to fight Toriea, not But they are. convinced the /Cuban-Nicaraguan advance in "In ourview, it's one of the most church andhuman rights groups ay 
ii*':'~ndour°Ut'°f't°wnthanks asPeaCewell groupS.to the l cal Liberals," said Turoer, loosening up election could help reverse the leftist Central America, we must hold the significant events in the hemisphere have killed more than 40,000 
after a fiat policy speech earlier in tidein Central America nd enhance line in El Salvador." this year and could go very far civilians since 1979. 
':.:~nerchapts who provided gifk for the day. "I'm goingto bring a united prospects for congressional passage Predictions of violence if Duarte toward establishing the trend of Privately, the Reagan ad- 
!'.the children's bicycle-decorating party into a general election." of President Reagan's request for defeats ' right-wing candidate events in Central America," an ministration prefers Duarte over 
:.:events. Chretien, who has the next largest. $132.5 million in military aid Roberto d'Aubulsaon in the run-off official said. d'Aubaleson, although the White 
i:.! Thanks for talcing the thne to share of the committed elegates authority for El Salvador for next 'election came from "U.S, officials "The bottom line in El Salvador is House and State Departmant made 
i?'celebrate life" in our World Peace from the four Atlantic provinces, year,  who declined to be identified. They to have a legitimate governmant statements last week of, U.S, 
iiCity of Terrace. ignored Johnston's call, suggesting Preparations are being made to said it would be the,far-right's way that ean meet its primary neutrality.' 
:': ThaMembers of in an emotional speech that the invite Duarte to Washington this of signalling ltwents to be takun into challenges - -and  these include 
:.:-i the Torrace Group for views expressed during the day month to meat with Roagun and for account when the new pi'esldent handling the left-wing violence as Democratic leaders in'the U.S. 
i!i Nuclear Disarmament, were not enough anyway, the president to deliver a speech and takes office in June. well as the right-wing violence," House of Representatives have 
PeaceWalk, 1984 "What we needis a leader who will other statements urging Congress to While this tould portly offset the said the official, who declined to be placed the aid question on hold until 
Identified, Tuesday pending the election, 
!Balancing protection and the needs of young people 
i i  ~ ~ ; called the Young Offenders ACt- special needs and circumstances of damage caused. - mnatserious easen - - -  
,'|: ~ ~ [ " .~ J~ which it hopes willmoro fully dea l  'the young offender into con- --community service, The young ..__;.;...~..._........._..~,-o-,~.,,,,-o~a~.,isl--.-gsrdlug ~O~e n nstodymeans that tbe~/oung 
!| . d ~ ~  I a i l i~ l}~ ' -with the prehlem of youthful law- sldsratlun when passing sentence, pei'son, for example, might be or-. ma men: m ¥ __ ~r  will be seat to a plate attdl poe , e oung Court judge 
!| J i i~W. J~ ] - - -  - . -  breaking. Solieltur General Robert Sentences of the Youth Court are dsredto spend a certain umber of may take into cOnsideration the" ca-a group, home or a wilderness 
~ ~ [  ~ ' I P  Kaplan says, "A reformed Juvenile called dispositions, hours doing volunteer work at a oun r ' mp where he or ane will be kept y g pe son s personal elr- un.~ . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
! | / '~~ [ II ~ l J L~ . justiea nystem cannot alone wipe out As with adult sentences, a Youth local charity, cumstances, aswell as the opinlon of Became of *he ~- , . .~. -~ ,,-/-'~. 
Juvenileedrae, but it can provide for Court disposition mst say precisely ' -=  ~uunu-me-cmcg supervmlon --medical treatment. If the Judge pa gu rdlans and the the rents or S . . . . .  u~. ,~ m =u~. 
custody ord~ the law requires a consistent, coherent and balanced bow long the young person is bound, thought' he young person was in viellm. Under the Young Offendem that they be reviewed by a.Y0uth 
i~he fourth in five articles on YOUNI process to deal with it, that an- by it, The Young Offenders ACt need of some kind of treahnent or Act, the Judge is to order the most Codrt Judge at least once a .vur. 
;.:Offenders • -courages respect for the law and authori~m Judges to choose from a counselling, the Judge could release serious disposition- that of custody - 
In cases involving the; most !~ In 1980 some ~8,000 young promotes the well-being of both the variety ot possible dispositions, the young paraon, providing that he only asa  last resort, The Judge serlouskindsof rtminalbehavior. 
~.Cenadisns committed slightly more young offenders and society", belan~lngtbenesd toprotect soctety or shn agresd to take the treatment, might do so lf tbero was evidence the say, murder or assault, the Youth 
~an70,000dsiinqunnctes acro~ the One of the hallmarks of the new against the special needs of the --roleasa on probation. ThaActgive young offender would not obey a less Court Judge may decide that it 
:~couniry. According to Philip Rosen, legislation is that it makes young youn~ person. They are: Judges wide discretio|r in setting serious disposition or would continue should be tried in an adult court. 
i~writing in a Library of Parliament people (defined as being between --an absolute discharge, by which conditions of probation, A probation to break the law if at liberty. ' Following a special transfer 
-]publication, "These figures are their 13th and 18th birthdays) more ~theyonngparsonis released asffhe order might, for example, require a TheAetseisouttwopcasibleklnds hearing, the young person could be 
:striking because they are in. accountable for their behavior had never been convicted, young person to be at his parenis'~ of custody arrangements but leaves 
l~m .pod up to adult court where,', ff~omplete and hence an un. while, at the same time, giving them '-- fine o~ up to $1000, If the Young home before 9 p,m. every night for it up to each province to establish ~ouncl guilty, he or she would face 
:.tkrestimtion ot the number of the same legal rights as adults, The per~m cannot I~Y this fine, the six months or ndght prohibit him the kind of custody itwants, Secure  the same penalties as those facin~ 
.:.~feneea ctually conunlttsd by Young Offenders Act states that 'Judge may allow hlm to work it off if from. frequenting a given location, 
::young people." will be locked up in a special facility :~ The federal government bee Judgeahaveadutytoprotsctsoelety this kind of arrangement Is' --a custndy order by which the cast0dymesnsthatayoungoffender an adult, Only young peopis who 
from youthful lawlessness, But it ,available in the province, young offender is deprived of. for young people, Young people are have passed their 14th birthday can 
~nt ly  approved new leplation • also encourages Judges to take the -.eompanmtis~ to the victim for the freedom for up to three years in the never to be locked up with adults, he transferred to adult court, 
!~i ' ' Next: apveais and records 
: ,:aack. nn ,. busnness  
::i=t 'the :'cr=ff shOv 
TERRACE-- 'Weary exotica:' as  samesa= 
exhibitors packed up ithelr jubabgamon, ~ nan.~im 
wares Sunday evening., bars,. !.ox m~isse, aunon 
alter tho two-day'~rts~ and mi lk '  and ..c.hoqolaecinc 
crafts show tha~. Terrace : mad¢.~i bY :members e 
Art Association members: : T~a ~s~Uk~ninian. an
say is back on t ra~.  :.i . East .IndiS~:.~mmmittie~ 
Saturday afternoon, the .  J0b'j};i'!Daug~ter 
assoeiaCon member  "/organization;, and Karbl 
Margaret Langley manned" Deakin ~nd Tracy. Ritte~ 
a volunteer .' ectidtme~=~..' And th~ysta~ed to ~Vdt~ 
list and oversaw' an exhibit"' th'eT perforr~a~ceS ,.bf~ fil 
Of articles ' from. past  l~ess. :, -:: gi~ups,. , "•-dancers 
sbows. Sheeaid, Wewere Mhaers' and the Terrac, 
dawn. a. bit last yoar:-. -Aikido and Ju-jitsu Clube 
..T~. s i~  were a bit tight.in Elizabeth Murdoc b say, 
" " '  . . . . .  " . . . . . .  " the ,iu'ta assoctatimi.,tht 
'~Buithin year organizers year changed the 20-year 
~yi .275 people ~ almost old sl~ow dramatlcally~b2 
s~n~ded the. Caledonia' trying to invulvetbe.whol~ 
~.~ndary S,clio0Vdoors in community, rath~r~'thm 
the:. first two hours of the just artists. If it works thi~ 
S~w, and the number of year, they'll co nsidel 
~b i ts  i~ up fr0m'37 last doing the same next year 
5} 52 this year:.*-." she sa id .  ' ' .i" ,, 
i~'/P~dnters,. ,: . : '  ~ The whole effort is ~ at( 
i~tegraphers, weavers, of the Terrace PUblic Ar 
k'n[tters,"laco makers.,/ Gallery, ran.by the ap 
~tters, an" Easter- egg proximately '35-voluntsen 
d~coratur, needlepoint of the Terrace Ar 
~Is is ,  "an Indian carver, Association,., Secretary 
ia 'S igmaPhi  w.orki~g treasurer Mary Walkel 
with bread .  dough, said it took 10 "years t~ 
Aust ra l ian  ~ Har ry  .raise enough ,money t~ 
Leverdedingen with .hie " 
natural creations, and 
more, crowded"the 'high 
school gymnasium ~ .with 
Items for sale.- The artists 
came from Terrace, 
llazeltan, Smithors, Prince 
Rupert, Kitimat, Quickly 
end of course, Australia. 
It is not known how much 
the association made but 
organ izer  E l izabeth 
• Murdoch said a total of 
I;169 people came through 
the door over the two days. 
"~*,Th'ey wandered about 
l~oking at and buying the 
crafts, downed such 
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HOrse, ioWners warned 
,of swamp fever outbreak 
SMITHERS- -  The 
Canad ian  Horse  
Federation has requested 
all horses entering the 
Bulidey Valley Fall Fair 
, equestrian events be tested 
for swamp fever said 
district agriculturalist 
Graeme Johnstone. 
Tlie request was made 
after two horses were 
found to be infected. 
Johnstone said the 
disease, known as equine 
infectious anemia, is 
contagious and is tran- 
sferred by biting insects 
such as mosquitos and 
horseflies or unsterilized 
instruments. He said 
horses infected with animal is very slow and it's 
swamp fever must be also an endemic disease," 
destroyed as there is no said Long. 
cure. She said the disease 
"So far we've shot one symptoms moat 'often 
horse but we're not observed are fever, 
presently in any kind of depressioa, progressive 
panic situation," said weakness, loss of weight 
Johnstone. "At this tIme and anemia. Johnstone 
we all feel this swamp will inform local horse 
fever outbreak is an owners about the-recent 
i so la ted  s i tuat ion  outbreak of swamp fever 
restricted to one particular in the Kispiox Valley at a 
herd of horses." Langsaid meeting to be held on 
swamp fever is a common Wednesday, May 9 at 8 
horse malady in southern p.m. sharp in 4he 
B.C. and the prairies. Ca ledon ia  Lecture  
"Swamp fever is con- Theatre. If you own a 
tagious but the process of horse please come! 
travelling from animal to 
open the gallery in it~ 
present location iasl 
March. Now they an 
saving for a.. carpet t,( 
cover the cementfloor, a ' 'Guests at the  weekend arts and crafts show take a closer, look at 
washroom, and perhaps a pottery by Daphne Phill ips. More  than L000 people affended the two. 
port-ti~nestndent worker day show held in the Caledonia Senior Secondary School gymnasium.  for the summer. 
The association were 
also trying to recruit "We were pleased with disPlay award was potter money back. You :luSt 
volunteers to each work at that, andwith the show. It .Srethe Brerup who Spent close your eyes and let it 
the gallery several h~Jrs was the first year we tried about three hours Friday go."  ' ' 
per month, hoping to add entertainment. It was a night arranging her At the gallery now until 
Thursday and Fr iday nice atmespheroand kind display, and an hour the end,of May, is the 
afternoons to their list of  of a fun thing and people Saturday morning doing exhibit Fiber Fantasies by 
open hours~: Walker said liked the food," said the pricing. "That's the Elizabeth Hawkins of 
nine people signed up at Walker. tough part, she said. "You Surrey. The allery is 
the show. 'Winner of the best never really get •your located at 4610 Park St. 
Provincewide festival 
a 'sparkplugl _ for artists 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) 
- -  Arts festivals can be like 
"the spark plug that gets 
artists going" and should 
be held every year in 
British Columbia, says the 
chairman of the board of s 
provincewide arts festival 
to be held in this Okanagan 
community next week. 
Arts organizations In the 
province have shown a 
keen interest in taking part 
in an annual provincial 
arts festival,, said Gordon 
Hart'is said he hoPes a 
decision will be made on 
the future of the festival 
before this one is over. 
Penticton was chosen in 
October to hold the festival 
in which about 1,500 artists 
will participate. 
Harris. 
The Pentlcton" B.C : ."tremendoas response by,. 
Festival of the Arts, to I~: ''everyb°dy . ' you can 
held Mpy 15-19, will bring imagine, m housing, 
together members of feeding, transportation 
Theatre B.C., 'representing and everything." 
community theatre A heightened interest in 
groups; the Assembly of thearts .will be the greatest 
B.C. Arts C~uncils, which 
legacy the festival will 
leave behind, he said. 
"An awful lot of people 
are paying attention to the 
arts in Penticten ow. I'm 
hopeful that the increased 
interest, generated by the 
festival, will transform 
itself into more people 
"We had to" try to becoming actively in- 
volved in the arts." 
compress everything Festival co-ordinator 
together without Farquhar Lamb said he 
sacrificing anything," he has no doubts the festival 
said, but added that will be a success.. 
planners have lied - 
"Traditionally, the arts 
have each - been 
separat~i," he said. "This 
is the first time in my 
experience that they've all 
been brought together." 
presents visual arts; the 
at the 
GRAND TRUNK mum 
Bored of the same 'old,'lunch? 
Try  one of our 
Daily tenth Specials 
s6 ,oo  (In~:ludlng soup for . & dessert) under ' 
Monday thru Friday 1!am . 2pm 
I " 
...5omestyle cooking at reasonable prices... 
Grand Trunk Restaurant 
4702 takelge Avenue 
Licensed Premises 
commit the ' Liberal 
government to the 
resolution. 
"Should we t ry  to 
rewrite history?" McBain 
asked. "Should govern- 
mints try to right all the 
injuStices of thepast at the 
cost .of the present 
• generation?, Or is it suf- 
flcient for the government 
to be Just in its time?" 
McBaln also asked if It 
shell after the cases of two 
elderly Chinese Canadians 
were brought to the party's, 
attention, The NDP has 
call esl for an aPology and 
financial compensation. 
SEEKS SPEED 
Toronto NDP member 
Daniel Heap (Spadina), in 
whose riding office 
Chinese Canadians have 
been registering head tax 
certlficatesi told the forum 
"The feeling that came 
through to me is partly 
that of gratitude, that 
finally someone is 
Tommy Tan, e Van- 
couver lawyer acting for a 
head tax claimant, old the 
forum there was little 
bitterness inthe more than 
1,000 Chinese who have 
registered in British 
Columbia. 
split families by barring 
most'.Chinese from en- 1885. and inaccuracies, has 
galvanized the Chinese tering Canada. " The tax was repealed in .. . • _ 
McBain 1923 bu commumty m seex 
AI , " , " •t the Chinese remedial actions from the 
parliamentary secretary Immigration (Exclusion) . . . . . . .  
~eaerm gevernmem to Jwt ice Minister Mark A~ limited ~ eligibility to . ' 
Mac Gulgan, admitted ' sUCh an extent hat only a~, ,  o ~ .~.1~ 
Sunday that Chinese Ira- abedt 401 Ch~ese ira- _~'~'. . . . .  ..,,,,,~..v,~,v.,~ T-
' red . . . .  '"~v' b ~ a~ouc a rowe emeny migrants ~encotmt9 ml~ants .  ',erq~:a le to . . . . . . . . . .  
hostility ' :and' . . . . .  /ent~ cana.d~ ~ the act, .~xU~hm~se~ ~ p m~ ~h e 
discrimination and said he' ~; wad'repeal~d.~n' 1947. .  _ . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ,,.. • as,.:.:, . . . . . .  , ~ ~. ..... ~' ~ • rest survivlngrelanves-- was movedby~hesteri  . iThe t~ue,.w#s first i. . . . . . . .  ;o,~..., .^.=..  ^ ¢ 
of some of t l~e  in the  riii~ed in the Commons in . . . . . . .  
o, m,=.,,o . ,;].i.:I .. , ~ i~.',.bh v~,,1 f~opnl NDP me origmal neon tax 
--~--~-'~, " • " : '~"  "7 ~=~. .m certl¢l,.otM 
But McBain did not member Margaret Mit- " . . . . . . . . .  
would be right for the"  Canadians should not 
government to spend tax delay giving justice to 
dollars rectifying -past Chinese people in Canada: 
injustices at the expense of 
those living below, the "We now know what we' 
povertyline today. ,did wrong," Heap said. 
He asked what form an "The survivo/'s are here 
apology or compenoation among us." 
should take - -  wondering David Crombie, Con- 
whether it would be better servative member for the 
to bullda cultural centre or Toronto riding of 
senior citi~ns' housing Rosedale, said his party 
rather than making in- will support he resolution 
dividual retroactive but did not specify whether 
payments, finanicul compensation 
An historical study says should be given. 
between 1.885 and 1923, the 
'Canadian ~overnment The Chinese Canadian 
collected abeut'$20 million " National Council, formed 
in head taxes on Chinese in 1979 after the CTV 
immigrants, television network 
The tax, which applied broadcast a program the 
only to the Chinese, grew network later admitted 
to $500 in 1904 from $50 in contained racist overtones 
TORONTO (CP) -  The 
federal Progressive 
Conservative and New 
Democratic parties• are 
supporting a parliamen- 
tary resolution saying a 
head tax imposed ecades 
ago by 'the federal 
government discriminated 
against Chinese im- 
migrants entering the 
country to work. 
Pledges of support dor 
the resolution came from 
members of opposition 
caucuses Sunday at a 
forum at Toronto city hall 
attended by about 275 
Chineee-Ca~adians. 
The head tax, .imposed 
between 1885 and 1923, and 
the Chinese Immigration 
Exclusen) Act, 1923 to 1947, 
Police  News 
TERRACE-- Terrace the other. Charges are 
police had a busy weekend pending in both cases. 
with a number of break- During the night of May 
and-enter incidents and 5, the Thornhiil Husky 
two motor vehicle ac- service station was en- 
cidents, tared the a quantity of 
During the morning merchandise was stolen. 
hours of May 4, Reum However, police have 
Motors was entered and a recovered the mer. 
television set was stolen, chandise 5ut are still 
Police have no suspects looking for suspects. 
yet. Also on that evening, 
Late Friday or early Tilden Rent-A-Car eports 
Saturday ,  Skeena that one of their vehicles 
Beveragek reported the "was damaged by vandals. 
theft of gas from their The vehicle was parked in 
vehicles. Police are in- the Tilden lot on Lakelsc 
vealigatiug. Avenue. No estimate of 
The Church of God in damage was ayailable. 
Thornhill was entered this Anyone with any in. 
weekend and a number of formation is urged to 
musical instruments were contact he police. 
stolen. Sometime during the 
At about 3 p.m. May 5, early morning hours of 
police attended the scene May 6 ,  a Thornhlll 
of a two-vehicle accident at residence was entered and 
the intersection fTetrault a stereo tape deck was 
St. and Keith Ave. ' No stolen as well as a quantity . 
injuries were reported, but of alcohol, 
damages are estimated at Another two.vehicle 
about $1,200. Charges are accident occurred on May 
pending. , .- 6 at 12:30 p.m. with $4300 
Also May 5 two separaie damages, The accident 
incidents of shoplifting took place at the in, 
occurred at the Safeway tersection of Old Lakelse 
S tore .  Two juvenile Lake Road and Thornhlli 
females were apprehended Street. Charges of fating 
in one instance and an to stop at a stop sign have 
adult female was catJght in been laid. 
speaking out for them, and  comb .of this and some 
partly that of hope, that compensation will be 
something, positive will made," TOo said• 
I I I  
• .A  ¸ ''• 
LUNCHEON 
• TREAT 
n o  w B.C. Association of Per -  Baflering now President says Tories stronger ,o_, ..,,..,s, 
d"  " ' °  a p -ublic .. festivals; and the matter Association of B.C. Drama 
RICHMOND, B.C. (CP) ~ooreds allegedly con- sldering the leadership are are looking for. an alter- "promote consultatlon and Educators, which 
-.4 The Progressive Con- sidering retirement but- federal members o f  native, McNeil said, co-oparation among all represents high school VICTORIA (CP) --Pol ice will have the right to 
narrative party in British ' said they were senior Parliament, he said. making a point of noting segments of society" and theatre, lay charges without the consent of the victim, under 
Columbia Is in a better members of .the (MPs Ran Huntington, that Bill Vander Zalm, a featured sessions on the Harris said the festival's changes in the provincial policy on domestic 
position to fight a l.egislature. Don Munro and Alex popular but controversial provincial economy, B.C. directors would like assaults, says Attorney General Brian Smith. 
provk..clal election now . .The Tories have been Patt~sonhave a.nnounced fo.r.m, er Soc. ial Cre.dit l.a~r legislation , and ~e Provincial Secretary Jim 
an It was a year ago oomg extensive recenuy mey wm not ve caninet minister 'wno  fisnmg ann forestry m- Chni~t fn ~nb tn t, nhin~f Smith said Thursday wife batterings end other 
. wbou the last vote was ' reorganizing in the last running in the next federal resigned his post before dustries with speakers a-~-u"(" "~g'tn"-h'li'~hl-n~--"~'~ domestic assaults now will be treated as public 
' - • ' " - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o - - ° °  , held, says B.C. Tory year in preparation for any election and others may be the last electron, had at- from beth sides of the annual arts festival ' matters : ,not  private, domestic in¢iden~ 0rid,, 
:~;.preeldent Jim. McNeil. ' :~, .uw, an~lMte~e!~tionol said'.~h.avallableafter the:~ectioil; ' tended one of the 'sessions ' I~,,l!flcp~s .L~trum~,/,. ~,  ~ , ,  ,YHoneft~y,~ we,  can  ~here ther, e,;is e~i~.~lO ~ 9 : ,~r |~ta l ; ,q~ul t I~v  
s,r~' That,eapabilitylmight,be ,~ ~oble~vh¢~es~bna;of,,I=~.: is,held.9 ~-~ ~" ~ ~:~/of the.~wo-d~y c0~{,~nce, :.?;."~Th~e ", .~'~e~ti '~e':p~.,~.~nv]~'ce ~'n~ini~ter :that ; .~u~eg,~pr~ecu~o~. ' ,~ rgoI f0r~rd:~/~.' .be~, 
.~qil~to the,~,test,~-ini,,the,",.~,Coaservstives wl~. ran.in"~::==:Th#~.~,rt 7 win ;h0]d :'a : Dav|d Dannister: the.if 'is a. viable:~dternative f°i"~.:m~',=inndlvp,-~Rfo~ thi~ "' ..~victim=doesa't ig~:  fo~Inal,complalnt~.o-, -;-, ~, ........ 
co~ing months as several the provincial election last leadership campaign no party s membership co- i those voters who dislike to become an annual 
He said the system will be geared to trying to 
byelections may be held to May. He said the party later than next spring, he ordinator, said manyofthe the Socred's con- event." prevent domestic assaults from happening in the 
replace retiring New intends to fleld a full slate 'premised the 100 or so people joining s~e party, fr~ntatiSnal approach, Two years ago,.a festival 
Democratic Party leader of condidales in the next Tortes attending the now are Sacred Mc Neil said, denying that similar to the one planned future. 
Dave Barrett and as many election. native Social Credit sitting The Tortes have not held conference. It has delayed "The Socreds have it is cut from the same for this community was A similar policy was adopted 16 months ago in 
• the leadership convention fumbled the ball so many mould as the Social Credit held in Kamloops as a Calgary, and police ther e say the results have been 
members who, McNeil a seat in the legislature to give organizers time to times in the past and since party. . . . .  one-time only" .affair, very encouraging. 
said Sunday, arerumored since 1979. rebuild a party machine the last provincial elec- "Brian Mulroney has u.....~.. ,., 
to be thinking of leaving CANDIDATE8 READY which they hope will at-,  tion," ~aid McNeil, had to dis~ssocmte himself c.w~..N ~o~s. 
politics. A committee established tract atopqual ityleader,  crediting them with c~imPalteetel~r fdronb ' t i l~  
"The  Social Credit in find patenUal candidates TheToriessoeacrackin helping build provincial e~t -'I~ea¢Id-ed'that when such " , _ .. . . .  ~. • Y . . festivals are held, students , ~/ ' 
coalition has indicated it is has come up 'with 15 the province's formidable Tory ranks. ~euneu , pno me ~ncmt • • ~.o,m ~.; . . . .  .~.~ ,, I.. and commumtyartmts end -,~ -~." " ~ - . - " ~ -= 
dtrcotinuless," he told a capable people prepared to support for the Social The Conservatives have ..~.~ " performers a~ given a '~ • t~t'~ o , ,~= • o ~,~r t  o • • I", 
party policy conference, run, he said, and there are Credit party because of the a membership Of about oo~,~.. , : goal to work toward. U ILtJt .1 ~11ELL~ ruE[  ~/.ILr_. I~ 
adding that now that the at least three "very confrontations with labor 16,o00 in British Columbia we are .  a ,  ~rec en- "Thro,ah all the ~ . . . .  - - -  :- - - -  : ~ ---~--~ -~-' -~' 
"coalition shows signs of credible" people who have and social service groups now, Bannister said, but he terprise~party wi.th a sac!el" rag|anal sh"~"ows, whatever ~ ~ ~ ~  ~'~ 
breaking apar t "  the expressed an interest in that the government has could not say how many con~Lence , "  ne t.~sala~ ,the ar t ,  the provincial ~ ~ ~;~':..~ 
Conservatives are the provincial eadership provoked since •its re- support the party at the . . . . .  ~,o- -=,~, , - , , , ,~, , ,  'festival serves a~t the ~ ~ . . ' - ~  ~_-~-=.~'~ 
positioning themselves to position which has been election, provincial level, suppor~ ~.or .rrogre.~v.e' carrot at the end of the ~ ~ ' ~  ";~ ~J~t}]~-f f~tr l - ]_~ 
pick up the pieces, vacant for a year• British Columbians are The weekend policy uonservauves m urinsn stick ' It - 'vesa  reason ~ ........... . _ - _ -_t~ tw=.m 
He would not name the Among those con- . t i red of confrontation and conference was held to Columbia/' . ddo t 
tax d i sc r iminatory  ' OppoSition car l  head  , arts tocentvethingwiltranslatea endeavors."beterresponse to all 
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"'" UNIONDALE, N.Y. 
.LCP) --  The Canadiens 
"~l~ved them down for a 
~ouple of games but once 
t~ Islanders got in gear 
'ib~re was no way Montreal 
~a's going to step New 
~rk 's  drive for five. 
.~ Paced by Mike Bossy's 
two goals, New York beat 
Montreal 4-I on Saturday 
night to win the Prince of 
~'.ales Conference final 4-2 
~md advance for a rematch 
~ainst Edmonton" Oilers 
in "the National Hockey 
.League's Stanley Cup final 
which opens here Thur- 
sclay. 
~/i~t was the 19th straight 
~layoff series victory for 
the" Islanders who seek a 
i~th straight Stanley Cup 
~.  something only the 
~nadiens have ac- 
c~'.mplished.. 
NHL playoffs 
Drive for five-on last : . l aps  .... 
The current edition of Bourne, Bob Nystrom, 
the Canadiens think they'll Mats Hallin and Pat 
do it. LaFontalne all. mlssed 
"I think the Islanders games with injuries but it 
will win because right now didn't seem to matter. 
they are the best hockey 
team in America," said TRIES EVERYTHING 
Canadieas coach Jacques "In this series we tried 
Lemalre. "They're good everything we could to put 
offensively, defensively them on their heels and 
and in the net. keep them thero but they 
bounced back," seld 
The Islanders proved Montreal captain, Bob 
they were better than the Gainey, who suffered a 
Ceaadiens oven though dislocated right shoulder 
they lost the first two. during the Quebec series 
games of the conference and a separatedleft one in 
f'mal in Montreal. They Game 4 against New York. 
solved Lemaire's 1-2-2 "They were just a little 
checking system and better than us and wore us 
gradually turned up the down over each game." 
intensity despite a spate of: 
injuries that would stall an'  Veteran defeneeman 
ordinary..club. Larry Bobiuson'soid there 
. . . .  was nothing.surprising 
Defeneemen Dave about the Islanders' four- 
Langevin " and Stefan game sweep after falling 
Persson and forwards Bob behind' 2-0. .. 
"They werestarting the Penney at 1S:36 of the 
series on the road and we "period during a New York 
• were ¢omingl. off  a 'very power play. 
emotional ~es: '(egnlnst 
the N0rdiqu.+s) so :we were 
pretty" high," +' "said 
Robinson. "We, came in 
here' ( J0  Game 3) and 
played ' badly, 10st our 
compesur e. 
• Goals by Clark/Gillies. 
and Mike Bossy, his first of 
two, gave the Islanders a 2- 
New York captain Denis 
Potvln drew two aksiste for 
a' playoff career ecord of 
98, surpassing former 
Cunadiene "great" Jean 
Beliveau. 
NHL'8 
0 '.'first-ported .l~d "0n  " 
Saturday night and rookie 
Pat. Flatley made it r ~ 
~hen he scored hls eighth 
gem of the playdffs 30 
seconds into .the third 
period. ": 
Marls Tremblay spoiled 
Billy Smith's shutout bid 
byscoring his sixth goal of 
the playoffs at 2:47 of the 
third period but Bossy I~at 
rookie goaltender +Steve 
summ._o.rles 
] 
First Period 
I.' NY lelenderl, GIIl|es 7 
(Trottier, Potvln) 4:51 
Grant Hoekstad and Diane Cey were the A 
fl;~l,ht mixed doubles champions in the Terrace 
te'~nis club fun tournament held over the 
weekend. The pair beat' out Dave Burde~t and 
Patricla "Soroka 8-5 in the finals to take tOlb 
spot. ., 
Right now we're so close. 
We've identified a "marker" 
that will lead us to the defec- parent. 
tive gene that sits in the body For those with Huntington's 
like a time bomb waiting for 
middle age before it goes off. i Here's my cheque to help 
We know that the progressive . I ~u beat Huntington's Disease 
memory loss and involuntary I mrever, 
muscle spasms of Huntington's l 
are brought on by this defec' I Name, 
tive gene causingthe pre- 
mature death of brain cells. 
What we don't know is why 
this gene is present in I out of 
every I0,000 people in our 
population. Or why it is inher- 
ited by only 50% of the children 
of a Huntington parent. Or why 
it waits until middle age to 
strike, often after anomer 
generation has been born to 
live every day with the fear that 
they.too may have inherited 
the Huntington gene from their 
today, the struggle is not only 
for ~rvival. Their fight is for 
their children and their child- 
ren's children. They want so 
desperately to bethe last gen- 
I eration that must suffer through 
II the horror of Huntington's. 
Medical research paid for by 
I your generous donations has ' 
I brQnght us to the brink of 
I victory. Now we need your 
dollars more than ever to bring 
the final discovery. 
This is a fi~{ht we can win. 
This is sulfermgwe can end... 
together. Please take the time 
~~.  to fill out the Coupon and s~nd. 
in your cheque today, It wiIP 
I make a difference, And it could 
make ours the generation that +/L_ II beats Huntingtofl's Disease... 
forever, , 
I Address 
I 
i 
Amount of cheque $
I A receipt for tax purposes 
I will be sent by return mall. 
ii Huntl'nglon ~oclety of Canada 
Box 333, 
J Cambridge. Ontario NIR5T8 
J - -  
• ~ '.; -.. SPORTS 
2. NY Islanders, Bossy 7 7-22 
Penalties - -  Ludwig MII 2:50, 
Hunter. Mtl, Ton*Ill NYl 7:49, 
6outlller NVl 16:13. 
Second Period 
No scoring. 
Penalties - -  B. Stntw NYI 
11:14, Hunter MIi, Gillies NYi  
IS:i0. 
Third PMk~I 
39 NY Islanders, Flstley 8 (B. 
Sutter, Polvln) 0:30 . 
/~. Mont~lel, Trlmblay 6 
(N~lund) 2:47 
~. NY Islanders, Bossy S (Oil. 
bert, 6outlller) 15:36 
Peneltl~l - -  Put,In NYI 4;05, 
Green Mth Tonelll NYI 6:27, 
Naslund Mtl 14:27, 'Nllen MI I .  
meier 19:36. 
Shots on goal by Montreal 
S 10 I---23 
Ny Islenders 6 6 10--22 
Oul, - -  Penney, Montreal; 
Smith, NY- Islanders. 
AHendlmce --  IS,II61. 
C:arol Marcellln of the Vikings receives the ball in the final match  of 
the scrub volleyball tournament as teammate Dave Carson 10okson, 
The Vikings lost the final match 3.1 to the Scumbags. 
r 
Lynch were runners.up. 
Henry Leeng and Jerry 
Murray won the B flight 
over Neville Hope and 
D0ug Jenion. 
In the ladies draw, 
Gilllan Redputh and Judy 
Johnson won the A flight 
over Diane Coy and Acts 
Sarsiat. Pat Ludwig and 
Diane MarcMldon were the 
B ' flight winners with 
Karen Birkedal and Jean 
Hope being the runners.up. 
On Sunday, Grant 
Hoelkstad and Diane Cey 
I I  
a player while he is in the 
middle of a point. 
3 .  If a hall rolls into 
your court from an ad. 
jacent court, stop rallying 
(ff you have not yet begun 
to play) and return the ball 
immediately to one of the 
people on the next court. If 
you ere in ~e middle of a 
point +when the ball rolls 
through, you either stop 
the point immediately if
the hall disturbs you or 
your opponent, or you 
return the hall as soon as 
HBA Roundup 
I ) 
Bernard King made seconds leR in overtime to 
believers out of Boston give Phoenix the win and 
Celtics on Sunday, scoring push Utah to the hrink of 
43 points to lead New'York elimination. 
Knlcks to a 118-113 victory ' .  Walter Davis, who mint 
and a 2-2 tie in the best-of- . the game into overtime on 
seven Eastern Conference a three-point goM with 
National Basketball three seconds remaining, 
Association semifinal' finished with a career 
series, playoff high of 32 points, 
The other East laeluding six in the extra 
semifinal, between period for the buns. Lucas 
Milwaukee Buc~ and New finished with 26. 
Jersey Nets, also Is tied 2-2 Utah's Adrian Duntley 
after a 106-99 New Jersey had a game.high 37 points 
victory Saturday. The fifth and Darrell Grifflth added 
game Is Tuesday in 24 for the Jazz. 
Milwaukee. 
• In the Wutorn Con- Lakers'lll Mavertcke I l l  
feronce, Los Anaedas Bob. MeAdoo came off 
Lakers and Phoenix Sums the bench with two stula 
hold S-I i~os  leads, The and Mx points in ove~e 
Lukers beat," Dallas, to lift Los Angeles over 
Mavericks 111-1115 and the Dallas. 
Suns edged,Utah Jazz 111- Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 
110 in a pair of overtime led the Lakers with 32 
thrillers Sunday.. Fifth points, including ' II 
games Tuesday are in Los straight in the fourth 
Angeles and Salt Lake period. He became the 
City, Utah. second ~leading all-time 
Nets IN Bucks 8 playoff scorer in the third 
' Buck Williams scored 11 quarter, passing John 
of his l8 points in the fourth Havllcek's total of 3,776 
quarter as New Jersey points. 
cameback from a l&point, Mavericks' centre Pat 
third-quarter defielt. Cumminp sent the game 
Michael Ray Richardson into overtime at 10~-106, 
topped Nets scoring with 24 hitting a a leR-hended hook 
points. Sidney Monerief led  with 31 secoude to play. He 
Milwaukee with 28 points, was fouled by Johnson but 
BUns III J i l l  IIO missed the free throw that 
Maurlee Lucas sank two would have given Dallas 
free throws with four the game. 
The Terrace tennisclub 
enjoyed sunshine and more 
Mne for their opening 
ament of the season 
at the Kalmn tennis courts 
this weekend. 
~The event was a fun 
tournament including two 
events. Off Saturdayit was 
a doubles tournament, and 
on Sunday the draw was 
. mixed doubles. , 
:44 people parilctpated in
-the two, da)f,',event,~in- 
cluding,.~:- some juniOr 
players on Satur'dny. 
Handicaps were in effect 
and partners were drawn 
at random on the ~yof  the 
tournament.. 
In the doubles events on 
Saturday, Swarn Mann 
and  Mark Ringuette 
teamed up to win the A 
flight men's doubles. 
Grant Hneikstad and Jim 
your aide of the net. If you* 
are in doubt as to how to call 
a ball because you have not 
seen it clearly, you o~ 
either ask your opponent:to 
helpyou on the call or you 
can play the point over. 
the point is over. 
4. When your opponent 
is serving and the point is 
over, ff there is any balls 
on your side of the court, 
pick them up cluickly and 
return them directly to 
Mm.' Never call a bali on the 
5. If your opponent has " opponent's side of the net 
served a fault, do not go unless he asks you to help, 
• after the ball. Wait until .Mm. . ,  
Mssecond serve is over 8. It is better to err ~0~ 
since an interruption calling :'out' balls,. 'in! 
on II "' ' '0 '" hetween first ~ and,second ~,  ~ i~{~'~ t~L~, ~. 
serves will:.distnrb+.Igs l~'~'o'~"ef t~"l{ne,*"l[/~. 
rhythm. L. • .+ 
6, DO not keep up good . . . .  +i'~' 
sustained conversation on 9. When yqu have 
the court. It will not only finished a set, a lways  
'bother your opponent but thank your opp0nen.t', + 
also the people on the whether you have won~0r 
adjacent courts, lost, In doubles, thank 
7. You are supposed to your partner, as well 'as 
call al balls that bounce on your opponents. L " 
Locol Sports Shorts 
Scrub volleyball 
Friday night saw the conclusion of the two week long 
scrub volleyball tournament with the Scumbags and the 
Airheads emerging as the league champs in the Friday 
night playofis series. 
The Airheads won the recreational division by defeating 
McAlpine 2-1in the best of three finals. McAlpine won the 
first game but the Airhesds came back to take the next 
two. The two teams emerged from a 12 team field the play 
in the championship game. 
In the competitive division, it was the Scumbngs 
defeating the Vikings 3-1 in their best of five final contest. 
• The Vikings also opened with a win and then saw their 
opppouents come back to win the next three for the title. 
Seven teams were entered in the competitive divkibn 
playoffs. . 
Horthmen winners 
The Terrace Northmen Rugby team was in Kitimat for 
• a four team tournament on the weekend and came up with 
top spot. ' 
On Sunday, Terrace dumped Smithers in the final game 
18.0 to take first place overall. Evan Joms opened the 
scoring for the Northmen with a try which was converted 
by Bill Warcop and Terrace never looked back. 
Dave Morrell pushed Terrace ahead further in the 
second half with a drop goal. Mike Mclntyre had a try late 
in the game to leave the final score 18.0. 
In the losers game, Rupert beat he host Kitimat team 6-' 
0 giving Rupert hird place. . 
On Saturday In the lead games, Terrace took the 
opening ame 12-8 over Smithers. Terrace scored on a 
emvertod try by Ernle Dundal, but Smithers came right 
back with ,a great incll, vldusl effort by the winger to tie the 
score at mx at the nalf. 
In the ssoond half, Willie MeCleary ~bced on a penalty 
kick early and.followed that with a drop goal ater in the 
~me t0 mnke_.t~_ difference for the Northmen and gave 
them me IZ-8 wm.  ~ ' , ,  ' 5 : ,..,: , • 
In the other game Saturday Kltlmat beat Rupert 3-0. ' 
On Sunday, Smithera opened the day withe 184 victory 
over Rupert. . . , : . 
Terrace battled Killmat in the second game of the clay. ! 
Even Jorns put Terrace on the scoreboard with a try, Bill 
Warcup converted and the score remained 6.0 for the 
Northmen at the half. 
In the second half Pierre Laplante scored an un- 
converted try and Brian Kormendy completed the Scoring 
on a front of the lineout play to give Terrace at 14-3 final 
score win. . 
The Northmen were' scheduled to play their home 
opener next Sunday but field problems may farce 'the 
team to travel to Kitimat o use their field. . . . . .  
The team also has three tournaments on their schedule 
including one at home on September 1st. 
were the top team in the A 
flight mixed oubles event. 
They defeated Dave 
Burdett and Patricia 
Soreka 8-5 in the final 
match. 
In the B flight, Chuck 
COy and Diane Marohildou 
defeated Gus Gerdei and 
Pat Ludwig 8-4 in the 
championship match. 
The Terrace tennis club 
has several tournament  
plannQd,for, this season and 
.for.,~the., interest,pf ults 
members and competitors 
the. following are some 
rules on tennis etiquette. 
1. Don't walk through 
someone's court while they 
are playing a point. Wait 
until the, point is over, then 
run across the court, 
preferably behind the 
baseline. 
2. Don't alk or shout o 
Tennis, tourne fun in the sun 
, :~ ~i 
,~. -+~ . . . .  ~ 
"+-i/(~i!i~!i, ' 
i 
Henry  Leong dr i l l s  th is  ball back at his opponents In this mixed 
doubles game of the Terrace tennis c lub fun tournament  held on 
Saturday and  Sunday at ]he Kalum fennls courts. 
+++, ~+" ,:., ;+  +++'+,j!+ •• ; : /  '..!p~,~,~_+? , , .  ' 
/+ •/, + i ++::;m + 
++~+'+;;/+~+~++'+:+Te~.P~+~em~.pr0veo Howard f i~ed 34 Ore., collected 12,500 for 
++,athleteeintbelrshowlngr_e seconds behind sa~e over the vieterp," as did 
!the 42.19~-kllometre women's winner Carol 
!~!i~iTi:++ :!~e: ++.+ Vancouver : In-. marathon distance (26 RavenofNew Zealand. It's 
~+~:+i !i ternational marati~n+~ on miles, 385 yards) and was "the first time prize money, 
i,!:!~!+:i~/!;u ! Sunday. . + ~, encouraged with his $10,000 in total, has been 
i ii+/:~': : Terrdce teacher Ed performance. He doesn't offered in the Vancouver 
: ~ :.... Ansems was the fas'test of consider two marathons in race.. 
the local competitors eight days to' be . .The prize money goes 
• finishing 9th overall with a significantly dangerous to into an athlete's trust fund 
time of ~.i~8:53. The time his health, with the respective 
was nota personal best for. "I'm probably crazy for national track and field 
Ansems but his placin,~,ln doing it, but I'm taking the associations and can be 
the tap ten was +an gamble," Howard said. used for such things as 
achievement of a person. 1 "In 1979 1 ran Boston and training expenses. The 
goal he had net for himself, did a ~.:18 and canoe back first five men's and 
Sue Walker was 4th hereanddida2:18,13days •women's finishers running much of the 
overlal in the women's later, so I'll try seven days received prize money here. distance alongside 
field. She was the fas~st this time." Howard said he doesn't Howar~l. 
B.C. woman and thus won Sayre won the 18th an- have as much speed as "I couldn't hdp thinking . 
a trip to the Honolulu nual Vancouver race when he won the Van- it was llke a comic book, 
marathon . ,  comfortably in two hours, couver racee in 2:14 in Tom and Jerry' because it
Wheelchair athlete Paul 16 minutes and 34 seconds. 1924, but "my endurance was a cat and mouse 
.~,~ Clark a Terrace op- Howurd's time was 2:17.0~. level is much better." game," Howard added. 
tometrist was second in the CHANGED COURSE "lwas running with two. Proven, 27, Won the 
wheelchair coml~titi~. The race was run over a Japanese runners and we women's divisten with a 
Results and times foi',the new course, starting and could see the fights of the strong sprint over the last 
oLhercompatitorswere not finishing at B.C. Place lead car, so we always 100 metres when she 
available at press time. Stadium, which was knew where the leader caught leader Nancy 
Watch Tuesday's paper for redesigned for use as part was," said Howard.~ McLarun, 37, of North 
further dalails, of the Expo 86 World's "Perhaps I could have Vancouver, who was en- 
The race was Wen ~by Fair. Most runners con- • caught him with another tered In the women's 
American Rick Sayre sidered the new course to mile or so. masters division (over 33). 
followed by Tom Howard be flatter with fewer steep "But he/'an the race he The winner and her 
of Surrey, B.C. Howard hills, needed to win. I'm just 
plaantoruni~extSundoyin Sayre, 30, a history happy with my 2:1.7 time 
the Canadian Olympic major at Southern Oregon because that's . the 
trials in Ottawa. State College in Ashland, (Olympic) time stan. 
destined fo Preakn Derby winner 
" ' the bottom line. 
• "This is' not the same 
horse as last fall," he said 
of the early future book 
favorite for the Derby who 
was withdrawn last 
Tuesday after a subpar 
winning effort In the Derby 
Trial. "He'll be checked 
out and gone over with a 
fine-tooth comb. 
"If they find something, 
, . . : .  
• Her .m,  +, l+ ,  
mara  m +~+ • :Vancouver thon .+ ' . . . . .  
= , .  ' .  
runners cop'+ call'S++ ore+ ++,, 
+ ~, j ,  ++ 
(lard." " i .  courle two weeks 'aiZo~ "++ 
BUFFALO NEXT Raven's time was 
Sayre plans to run in the ~:~.o4i elx'esconds ahead 
United States Olympic of MeLaran. Susan Gelley- 
qualifying marethon May. ~d I | ,133 ,  of San Diego, 
20 in Buffalo and said hts  a native of Moose Jaw, 
win here has bolstered his Sesk., finished third in 
confidence. 2:~.13 after she aldo wl~s 
Tckehlko Klkuchi of passed late in the racei~l}y 
Japan, second in. 1983.in the charsing Raven: :.. 
Vancouver, was third this The wheelchair e~e~t 
llmeinZ:17:27,followedby was wen'by John Bo~..~'., 
countryman Takushi 29, 0f Vancouver in 2:1~:4/, 
Kaneda ill 2:19:43. Jerry a time he didn't conalde~etp 
Tighe, 38, of Vancouver' be especially fast ~d- 
• was frith in 2:20.01 niter Sldering the almost 1~ 
conditions. Paul Clark bf 
Vancouver was  second; in 
2:14:50. :,~'/: 
The  other mastzkk 
winner was Duff Waddeli~. 
41, of Vancouver in .~e 
man's division in 2:34~36: 
The field of almost 2-.,00O 
had tim usual collection of. 
distance enthusiasts, ,.ln~- 
eluding several husband. 
wife teams, a runner b :a  
football hel~et, another 
with. a sweatband with 
hams and another wit~/ 
sweatband containing :~:.~' 
ar row.  , 
Several runners too]i 
USFL Roundup 
By: The A~lBeilted Press- 
:Michigan linebecker 
Philadelphi~i Stars 43, 
Birmingham Stallions ll; 
husband are vaeatlouing in their dogs along ~o# 
North America and she company. and anoti~ 
John Corker had a bead on 
Toni I~'itsch's kicking 
style, and he needed it to 
help the Panthers end a 
fo~-gnme losing streak. 
Copker deflected I~rit- 
s~h's 30-yard field goal 
attempt in overtime, then 
the Panthers' Novo 
B0Jovtc booted a ~9-yarder 
~,+.  as~oads left SUnday 
~6 give Mlchigm~8,;!s1-33 
United 'States i Football 
League victory over 
Houston Gamblers. 
~,'.I got a pretty good 
piece of the field goal," 
Corker said. "He had been 
kicking low all day and I 
al~est blocked the last 
extra .point. , 
"It went right between 
• my hands." 
The Panthers, who 
started the season 6.0 after 
the USFL 
championship last year, 
now are 7-4 and lead 
Houston and Oklahoma by 
one game in .the Central 
'Division. 
and Memphis Showboats passes, but completed six 
13, Washington Federals of them, including scoring 
10, in overtime, tosses of 13 yards to Sam 
Results Saturday: Los Bowers and nine yards to 
Angeles Express 20, Pitt-. Manrice Carthan. 
.... nbop~h Maulers 12; Showboats 13 Federals 10, 
Oakland Invhders 2O, Alan Duncan kicked a 29- 
Denver Gold 17, in over- yard field goal four 
time; and Tampa Bay minutes into overtime, to 
Bandits 31, Jacksonville lift Memphis to victory at 
Bulls lB.. ,;,;. ,:. :,~•~, Washington. Duncan was 
+~,Arisunat,~ is .,;at.+.~-New .set up:by;one~bobble~ 
Orleans tonight. ~' ............ Memphis eef|tr the~!gnme 
. . . . . . .  ~: . . . .  - into overtime on quar- 
~ul r~ 41~ ~M~IUlODS 11 _ terhnck Walter Lewls s 
-- ~nuek Fusina passed for fmw-vurd run .with 37 
two touchdowns and David " ' - -  ~. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  se~onns  le l t  m me lour t Jn  
• ~out rocked five .era e quart r. That score also 
goals to lead visiting 
Phlladelphia past Bir was set up by a fumble. 
. . . . . . . .  : Gunslingers 30 Blitz 21 
mmgnam m a Dame oI . . . .  . . . San Antonio won at home 
reVision maaers woo • • . . . . . . . .  agnmst Chicago .with the 
starten me oay ~-z. Tne . . . . . . . .  help of two long returns for 
~u~.. pnea.up.'~o y~ns touchdowns. Greg Fields 
rusmng ana z~ passm~ . . . . . . .  returned an intercepted 
against . me socena-Best nn.. s~ yards to elve me 
U FL "- - -  -- " - - - -  "- "- . . . .  defence in the S . Gunslingers a 12.0 lead in 
Generals 49 Outlaws 17 the second quarter. Then, 
At East Rutherford, after Blitz quarterback 
N.J., Herschel Walker ran Vince Evans climaxed an 
for 127 yards and three 80-yard drive with a TD 
touchdowns, while Brian pass to Larry Canada to 
Elsewhere in the USFL Slpa threw for two more 
decided to run in Van- competitor ran the co~.e.~ 
ceuver after touring the on ctl~t+hes. ~ i  
. . . . .  . . '.~.',. ... ", L ,,~, . . . . . .  :+ . .~ .  
• . , : ~ , . -~ ,  
r ; ess ++ 
• . .~:.~+ 
, _ , • 
I.:OU~V'II.L~.: Ky. (AP) ClaiberneFarm; is the ~. ,I~M, wN., = , • ,o. Althea and Life s M~ 
-- The Preaknesa will :be owner-breeder of Swale mile race at Pimlico on finished 19th and eil~.,~ 
next for Kentucky Derby and the man who put Saturday. Hhe does well, r~uve Jy . . ,  t+a~+'~." 
winnerSwalelfstablemate ogether the t38-milllen hewillgotothe13-16-mile uunasey,...me : 
Devil's Bag Can't make'it, syndicate for Ames P. Preckness on May 19. /woman ~cKey .m ~ 
and there are indications Millsof Virginia, owner of Swale will remain here nmtor~, was nm on:~!  
won't. :! be"I don't think the~;'ll D~'viI'w: Bag, at Churchill. Downs until Vague. Dinune Corpen~:~t i " ' -  . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . .  me zourm woman tralli~, can't betray the monuuy,  Imu ~ wm u~ .~..+,~..:~...k" . . ,e,~..:..~1~: 
ever run against each confidence in his decided whether toshlp the • '~+~'~l~ 'w"  ~ ~ ++~.." 
other," Seth Hancock said shareholders," he said. "I colt to Baltimore or go to : '  ~ ~|~;~,e~"s~a~ters co,.~a~ 
'Sunday, the day after don't think it would be New.Y0rkand prepare for .i;~::u+©+. "t . ' ~ .'~/~: 
Swale scored an easy 31/4 . fair. the' +1½-mile J~eimont ~T.+:pe .u~s, except ~-me~ 
'length victory in the Derby "He won eight of nine he'll ever race again. Stakes on June 9. " m,en, woo carrion .ve 
while Devil's Bag. races He was a champion bmething could be wrong Of ,,m,,.~ if .q,,=u, pounds less. , 
................................................. ~a~P¢ g P l sea  ~aPa~t w --'-----";-IUIIPd ~ InPr~ u,e~.--+ "+"--" " :+ A]thea~ who-ca~ed $1,2 impr0Vedthelrrecordto 9-remained i . the barn: +his to~V~]~a~:~e, wil.h.unhlm." ~+, Sipe threw only seven future clouded. " II for Devil's o million and .beat colte:in 
Hancock" head '~f of sire he makes. That's Bag to run in the Triple Crown win.ner, three of four previo~ 
March 
The Engltsh-bullt March 
,ohassis, introduced ~at 
Indianapolis only ~.+thtee 
.yell~,,;,ngo,,+ is +-+, rapidly 
maklng.~otl~+.+, race ,mr 
desiSm as +obsolete dk3he 
once:dominant Offanha. 
user engine. . . '+,. ,+++ 
Developed by ,. March 
Engineering in : Oxford- 
shire, the chassis was first 
used in Formula' One cars 
in the late 1960s. : 
• In 1982, there were ;17 
Marches in the starting 
Indy S00 lineup, and last 
year, 19 of the 33 starters 
drove Marches, including 
record-selling rookie Tee 
Fabi and the. winner, 
Sneva. 'llds year,, more 
than half the record .117 
entries have a March 
chassis, including most of 
the fastest cars so far in 
• "-- - - - -  F • - tries, set the pace for the Ul~Beroe arm ~ K . . . .  . . 
d~ ,,K=, t,, ~ , ,  for the • la's~ ~ree.quarters el a 
ch  " • • horse,+--'-';;" . . . . .  I-Iancock said . . . .  mile before fading, ass l s  a winner- "The Triple Crown is ons' .Traln.WayneLuknasa!.d 
' ' n~ m,= u~t ,~t  minos in "jockey Chrls McCarcon did 
- - , v .  - -o - -  ~ . . . . . .  "o  ' ' ' 
Unser and Rick Meats is much more advanced. It s s~rts . the.rlght~ thing in pu l l~  
using it instead of the like an upside-down air-' '~  ~In~1no the richest -iib+l+~k onthe filly when he 
successful Penskecar that plane wing. The bottom of ever Derb"----~ Swale, the ~i'.naw:!sh~ .would have no  
has produced six of the last the car is shaved to create second cho]~'e of the c rowd ~ce  of catching Swale 
seven U.S. , driving' downward pressure and ~ of 126,453 behind the lilly o~ ,:holding off the late 
champl0/mhips . . . . .  , . suck the race car into the eat~] of Althea and IJte'm' P JP .~":  : ... • . i  . . :';, 
"I don,t care what it ground. The amount of Ma,,ac,sta,,ed dose to th,, "All~_ .win Be amp..+l.+ma_ ~ 
tak~ to win," said Penske. suction determines how ,,ac~. ~k  ~e lead,-st he back' to. California, whtie 
I |  ' J~  ' ~ ' W The fact my name is or fast you can go through the half-mile ,-le and Coasted Life s Magic will go to Ne 
mnt on the car means comers, home under Laffit Pines,, York. . ,;: 
'pothing to me. So far in practice, the top who had last 10 nrevto~' Following At Th'.e~: 
; "If that (March) is what speed is 205.996 m.p.h, by +Derby tries. " . ~o ld , .  ~.e...H.0th'! 
it takes to win, that's what Bobby Rahal in a Swale earned $S37,400 L~roysoraer mmum waS" 
• we'lluse." - C<mworth.powered March. from the gross nurse of P.alj:T~.. e., Ga.to Dancer, 
EXCI~EDS 200 . ' , . .  The only Canadian Is~1712400 it wanhi~+seventh l.'me l+~rcle, Fight I~  
M~¢s, the 1979 Indy ~00 rookie Jacques Villeneuve trimDh in n ine corer :  Life s Magic, Silent Kt~J 
• wiunei, in a ,Pemmke, has of ~St-Cuthbert, Que., s~ts~ ' .+ " : Re~'s.Hop~e, So Vng~l); 
tested 'both the new Pen- turned a 167.3-m.p.h. lapin ~l~tly r,~,~-ded Coax B~0xi. indian,, Tby l~ 
ske-PCl2 and the March his Canadian Tire March MeChad, p~lrt"~the s ven-. Specie,' P, aja s Sh~ 
this year. On Sunday, he 83CSanday; horse. ~ri-m~tue! field. Bedo+wn., :Vanl~dinl~..~ 
raised his top speed in the Villeneuve said. af- ralli~ +for second, two ~..m~m. t yrm. c.e,..ue:pr...~ 
March to 2O5.151 n~fles an' terwards he's. confident lengths in~ront of At'The P, Im.~._an, omaymmcSl~.o+~+ 
hour,' while Unser ira. he'llsurpasotha2o0-m.p.h. T resholda 37-1 outsider eau:Atmewnsmove~ 
proved to +2OL748.. +. mark he feels is necessary in the flslcl of 20..  + + to~ fou~+ .when stewa~lk 
Another driver who has to mount a serious FAST TRACK : . rwen uate uancer er  
.turfemPed in the s t re i~ switched from a Penske to challenge for one of the 33 Swale was timedin 2.o~ run. Gate Dancer, who ~i~.'~ 
a Mkrch Is Josele Garm, starting positions. 2-5 on a fast track for the jock~ Eddie ~_:~ 
who said the new chassis 'Tdl lke to do 210," he 1¥4 mllas and paid I~.80, ~Jel~ouseayn,schanc.~=,~; 
"has.  /' much better said. "I don't think we'll 14.80 and 13.40. Coax Me ~• .~ 
cut the deficit o 23-21 with practice for the May 27 
Sunday, it . was: San scores for New Jersey.  ~-4 seconds left, Peter  race.  
Antonio Gunslingers 30, Walker carried the ball 
Chicago Blitz 91; New 16 times, ineludlng TD 
Jersey Generals 49, runs of 62, two and four 
Oklahoma Outlaws 17; yards as the Generals 
Wa(son's slump 
finished 
- -  Tom Watson knew the $43,200 for second and Save 
slump was finished. Bailesteres $2'/,200, for 
It wan, he said, a matter t i~  . . . .  
of proving it. It was Watson's ~lrd 
"It's been a patience victory in the Tournament 
game with me for the last of Champions and second 
six weeks," Watson said of the season. With k 
Sunday after his con- runner-up f'udsh in the 
• vincing five-shot victory in Masters, a victory in the 
the.. Tournament of MatehPiny championship, 
Champions, a gathering of a leading money-winn~ 
winners from the total of 1384,4+8, and a 
Professional Golfers'. runawny here, it re- 
Association tour for the established him as the 
last12months. "I had to go dominant figure in" the 
back to fundamentals, just game. 
hit it and find it, not let one "It feels awfully good t0 
shot bother you, not put too win a tournament in the 
much pressure on yourself, style In which I did," said 
• ,It was just a matter of Watson, who acquired the 
time, and not a long time, 2oth victory of his North 
before I won again. I Amedc+m tour career and 
talked to Byron {his friend advanced to a tie for 10th 
and mentor, Byron on the all-time Winning list• 
Nelson) last week and told In the seniors Te l  C, a 
him I thought I'd win in the new event for the over-50 
ne*t four weeks, Then I got champions., played on the 
myself in position on same eours~ and from the 
Saturday and, I Just told + same ~tens,' Orville Moody: 
myself I was gnnna go out. matched par 72 for the last 
and do it." ,,/::~, ~, , 18 holes and scored a 
He did. Armed with a seven-shot victory to'win 
two-shot lead stariingihe 130,000 on a 288 total. Dan 
final round, he ripped a Sikes hed the best round of 
four-wood second shot to the week for ~ sentops, a
within 15 feet of the flag for 69, end was seeand.at 295. 
an eagle.three on'  the Watson, a five-time 
second hole. He •never Player of. the Year, went 
looked beck, winning into a deep, puzzling slump 
handily with a five-under- for more thin a season. 
par 67 and a 274 total, 14 Even though he collected 
shots under par on the his fifth British Open title 
tough La CoMa CounL,'y last season, and won the 
Clubceurse, Match Play early ,this 
First place was worth year, he still had his 
172,000. Bruce Lie tzke won troubles. 
Raeford returned the The car's performance 
ensuing onside kick 45 has been soimpressive and 
yards for an insurance so consistent that the 
score. Roger Peanke team of AI 
aerodynamics. That's the get that high, but when we Chad returned'13: and I4 an unprecedented 
. atrall~t Derby " ' -  main thing." get to 2O0, we'll be with the and At' The Threshold dropped to fifth. ~ 
"The ground effects are rest of the guys ." $13.~0. ' • . _ .~_~__~ 
• +.  . . , ,  : . . . .  
YOU CAN DO • 
SOMETHING &IIBOUT 
F IEItl)WIII'iSING, 
Advertising shouldn't  fool any of the~ 
people any.of the time. Which is why 
The Advertl~ing Standards Council 
1mE FAL2 
• ' ' " ~ i~, ~ ~" i '  , ' 
USE THIS COUPON TO REGISTER YOUR COMPLAINT 
exists. The Canadian Code of Adver- i Advertiser: " '~': i 
tising Standards is there for your 
protection. It's accepted by the adver- • Product or Service: . ,  . 
i tieing community as the minimum II I  Where It appeared: "IV D Newspaper []  Radio D Magazine D Flyer []  standard for advertising ethics. BB• Outdoor [ ]  Direct Mail [] Other (Specify) . . . .  
If you see or hear an ed which you I Name°fStat l °n° rPub l l cMl°n :~ - -  ~ - -  " I 
feel is misleading or Inaccurate, you 
can do something about it. Send this [ ]  Date and Time it appeared: 
i coupon to,us with a copy of the B Please descdbe your problem or complaint: advertlument, or details of the B commercia l .  Your complaint will be - -  (Use separate pagelf neceualy Attach any relevant matedallnckJdlqs cq~t olldof dMImlOf¢OmlaMfl~lL) 
investigated and you will have as- I Your Name:. ~ " "'1 
sisted inmaintalning a positive adver-. m m  
i rising environment. - "  Address: City~.._ I Province: Postal Code; Phone: • O PleMe send me a copy of the Code and aa~her Compblnt No~e . . . . . . . . . . . .  g Standards Cour~l of B.C., P.O. Box 3en5, Vm~oov~, B.C. V6B 3XS) 
m m m m m m m w m m m  
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HAGAR the HORRIBLE 
:/: 
AHIMAL CRAKER 
I ~I~14 YOD'D 6HO~ ~E EO~T HALF 
~ } CO~DERAIOI~ Y(~J SHCY~ FOR THO~E 
IM! 
"y :  
• by Dick Browne. 
by Roger Bollen 
'H i~- "  
i 
" INOIV IOURL : ' ' "  ' : 
.HO O,S¢Op  
(M~.~I tour .  19) .~ 
It's hard to reach agree. 
ment with elsie tles .about 
1 Min; part 50 Mine output 
4 NASA's SoliySl Blble site 
S Pal liZ Dawn ' 
33,'Lo~--m~d. U Require 
FarAway" 5"/~otedlake 
lS Seviet U Vigil 
fiver 59 Hoover 
14 Singer etal. " 
3 M~ed 
drink 
4 Marathm 
entrant 
5 Wrath 
e,Tlmeunits' 
7 ~merda l  
cow 
financial matters, though " Falm~ 
overall ~ prospects lm- .15Some 
provezoqay.::..-; ~. ' ' i ; Bdtinbers 
TAURUS. ?. ,', N~i~' ITEm, to 
(Apr.20toMay~0) .~-~' • Dorothy 
If you force the 'issue now : 18 Relatives 
withalovedo~e,:tbere'asui.e '. 19Western 
to be' fireworks. Luckts With' . range 
youin dealingwithagentsand Z l  Topic . 
representatives.. ;. ~ - ,34 Whitney 
GEMINI ~ ' 
(May ~.1 to June ~0) ~ ~5 --Carte ~6 Aries. 
You may be trying to rush a 
career matter. Back off and 
turn your attention to areas 
where there's less controver- 
sy. ' . 
(June 21 to July ~) 
Though sodalinvitatiom ar- 
rive, you may not be.in a par- 
tying mood, A child doesn't 
respond to criticism and may 
rebel. 
ZS Tr~ntype 
32 Eager 
34 Obtained 
36 Snout. 
3'/"The 
Crucible" 
setting 
39 Network 
41 GreekX. 
41 Average 
44 Ducks' 
~0 CollegeVIP 8 Frequent 
Ill Youngster. newspaper 
' .  
DOWN 9 Time unit 
1 Poucldike 10 Armbone 
part nHug~ 
Avg. solution time: ~ rain. 
I~TIOmRIEINIE m~ITIAIB] 
IAI R IO  D EIRNEII IRIEI 
ISIEICISINIOI~TICIAI~IEI 
ICIAIPUEIAISIE DKPIAINI 
IOIRIEILmSIHIOIR TIEINISI 
IT IE IN IE IT IY IS IE IR i  
m E  O S~,-A~IR!E!S! 
ISlHIO R T H A N ~OIB I  I I 
IPE LIEBA G U EKBIAINI 
IAIWIEIDB~ NIDUEINIGI 
1-26 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle, 
I '  
, ,  . i . .  ~ . 
partner , 
m mghtangle 
11 "Serpico" 
• author ,  
.~Partof 
ThE 
23 Joplin com- 
posit ion 
, ~Trimthe 
lawn 
~9 Young 
reo~er 
33 Tennis 
star 
31 Garinnds 
33 Relies. 
33 Actor 
I~ht 
38 Damage •
40 Shattered 
441 Give tom- 
porarily 
47 Concept 
48 Abound 
49 Folk 
learning 
53 Spyageney: 
abbr. 
54 Eggs 
55 Unite SHOE by  Jeff MACNelIy 
; ~ , . • . & rv~ n~l r~ ~m r~,  
---37' o-  
BROOM-HILDA 
D~ ~f-'~'-~ -~ __r ~ ~, p/~/a ... 
pariner8 . 
LEO ~ ' 2 3 1 ' I' , o .  (July 23 toAug.~) . . , 
A career opportunity looks ,z ~a I~ ~4 I ; 
promising, but you'll have a ...... 
hard: time convincing a 15 Im ~17 I relative of.its merit. Avoid l 
,o i W_U I I  I [  ........... i_ 
Ezi .'tl ttlepedUvefeed. 21 = I I  = llii"l I 
your ideas. It could be due to 
plans.jeal°usY" Make vacation 32 .. I = * m=l  
(Sept. 23 to Oct; 22) . 
.You have definite ideas ~ ° ° ~" I  I "1  
Rgarding the use ef extra 
funds, but a partner may Compro ise Is in 4647 48 I him 49 ~50 I I ~ 
by Russell Myers order. ' • " 5~ 57 .  53 I 54 5e 
• SCORPIO' 
' I = ~ '  '_'r t I , . (Oet. 23 to Nov. 31) ~ 66 I W 57 I ~ 
~r  _ ~07,~., _~,~,,, .. p,.~. ,,~J~ .£~, ~. ,.~, 0 ..... i_._l~ i _DIDN :,_.KNOW .BETTY, ,__~_.DON _T_ ............ Y~i'll Tni~e -m-5~dwii,~ .... 
/ , ,~ ,0 J  ; , , * f  0, ,~, , .  l I P  ~/kV 'YOi,l WI~NTED ] BE . inalalkwllhalovedone bu't s~ I I~  m I ~1 e~ 
. . . .  ~'~._.... '~'~:~_ EOPLE 0 EEl<, INTO/~IL I ,~/ .  if you re given an Inch, don t 
,q 'H~. r ]O~,  ._ "~/OURDIAR¥ ! ~ ~.  tryforandle. Don't push too ' 
~ m , < ~ ~  ! ~ ~ _  . ~ ~  ~ill ~'im-r~-~s "" ' cmwro~un, • ~ [~f]i..:....'~i~!~i':."~ii~. : i~i!i!i~..:.:~ii!i:"~i . : i i i i i i :~: : : : : : ! : : ' : : :  . . . . . . . . .  "~ ". iii!i!i ~ i i l~"  ' (Nov. 23 to Dec. ~.1) 3 ~  i -26 
- -  / 3 r  | ~ ~  : ; i~ '~ '=~~ ~i i ]  You seem to be troubled by WUZ IFZTW,  GSVEIPZF  P JOGYGIS  
~ /~ "J ~ |~" : "~:~. ,~! i ! i~~M ~ ~: i i |  things going 'on inside " . ' . 
~ ;~& L ~ I ~ ~ i ~ ~ i i ~  ' ~ i i |  yourself, but turn your atten- P 30  W Y R P T R O Z U G P O Z E V. 
~ - ~ ~ I ~ i ~ i (  ~ l~.~i~i~ ~i i |  tlon outward to capitalize on ============================== :::::::. ,::::::::::::::: y , : ~ : : . . : : . : . . ~  I ~ ; i i ~ i ! ; i ~  ~|  carecropporinnity. .. .__'_es.~_r.~_ys Cryptoqulp- THE REALLY SLOPPY MAN- 
~:~: :~~!~l  l " ~ ~ i i ~ ~  ~41~| CAPRICORN . . I~ / ,~  . i. #llU~l . ..IVL~I~R S A]D "1 LOST MY HEAD."~ :;" 't 
" ' " ' . ' . ' . ' . ' - " .  ~ .~- -~ ' : . : . : . : . : . ; . ; . ; . ; - ;  ============================ ' : . .~ .  ' . : : : : : :  ' • . . . .  " '  ' "  ' • " " " t ' , ,,",,,'-.',, ,, . . . . . . . . . .  ~',..,,--'~, ~, ~ "  , !!i:" ~ (Dee.~-toJan.19)..,~d~'l!{:,.,,:., , ,~..... TodsY.,L(~5~Ptoqulp.clue.P, equalsM~ ~.,- ,,: ,..,,,,,,~ 
" .  " : . . . . . .  ' ' ~ L ' Don't let fdouds poil your The Cryptequ/p is n+simple substitution cipher in which each + " 
by Star Lee terestg°°d ttme.deservesA new ronumflCsole at-in" le~er used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It t eh AMAZING SPIDERMAN y~ w-, equal o throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short Words, 
tention. Hobbies bring and words usiug an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
h'~ ~A,~E, H~ whirr You ~Az7 ~ Y~AJz~, ~AI.t. z: THGu~H-r'Ae~ou-r IN ~I[ d 9P'=A/</N~ OFT~E wP.~-epm~,~R, sat/sfaciion, vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
,41AN'~N, L WAIl'IN' Fc~, / ~r~-~ IT~r11~ It~mNe~R./~NWI~HPle~ AB~J7"~.JR#IAIN4'fA/V,I.~'T.~Z/P (Jan.20toFeb.18) -"~,,=U¢~ 
~/,w/./.y I \ \~ , . - f  -~  ~J : .~  "'., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , , ~  w~/,,/,v~,,. 
~/~... ~ J ~ , ~ ~  l~o~F-  ~,7~"~,= ~ ~ . ~ " ~ ' ~ . '  ~en~a~ta=r~rmat-  
~..---/ . . . .  ~ ter. Bide your time. HEATHCL I  F F 
~ ~  i~ ~ ~  You'll tend to quarrel with 
advisers. Friends provide you 
' u~_ ,1~' il~ ~ ~ " / ~  with opportmdties now. Listen " ~ ~' 
i ~: when spoken to. Don't insist on ~ YOU BORN TODAY have ~ ~. " ~ 
leadership qualities and are "~ '~ 
comfortable in group ae- ~ ( ~ 'I 
B~C. ' ' by Johnny Hart UviUes, AJtbeughyou'reb]ess- . 
ed with originality, at times 
. . . . .  eCLD with Do yo= own 1 
~UTTI.E VP.II~ CN A LP.AFP LF.AVESi~/E VPJNS.../ =VEIHs.P /AR,  T~RIE~,V~,D I andy°u'nc--intoYo=--. ] : , You have a natural interest in 
law, politics and public set- 
! ~ ~ )  .. ~ '~ ~ ~ - - ~  ~--  dallzeVlea" An ability toeommer-your  arlstie talents ' 
~ P . .  " " i ." • Writing, architeeture,teachlng and ting are some ~I  
other fields that promise you 
Jack Pear, 'IV personality; -.. 
" " ' "  ÷ " i Collins, singer. Kate Smith, singer; and Judy ~ ~ "  
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE by Lynn Johnston '~O'e'U~<~'ST,~T,~,~Y,O,S~,0N~r~Wr,,,- 
' .  " P ..I .... : i 
: -~_~_ .e:~,,/I,_LowT o_m0~LS!_ ~ ' 8 ~ ~ s ~ -  ~o~om, mrr I
rlght. Tests can DIS- 
PI?,OVING it relies on a 
.statfstlcal argument hat 
often quite persuasive 
i i  but JUst shy of the abso- 
lute certainty a scientist 
might prefer, Incidental- 
ly. newer tests based on 
=.et,e t h.o, I 
ably to the validity of the 
t~o WIZARD of IDI , by Brcmt Parker and Johnny Hart ! statfsttoalargmnent, • I ask that you not 
refer to me by name in 
( r  WANT TO ~;H "~]  ~ ~ ~ . /~  your column because I.
surely would be delugea 
yen and clients current- 
ly. involved In dr contem- 
prating litiptlon. -- 
".-" ~)  ~. r . ,~  So. dear readers, the I "' - -  lawyer says I was wrong, 
-~ '~ '~- I~ ~ '  ~ -- ~ ~ " . / ~ ~ -  suspect the and the genetlelst says h bolue befor  test.ls we 100 ItlSwil won' certainty, p r "Just havecent be shy, a fool- l ng testo_f ] , ,~ un,,,~f p m~ syn,cm, , i "~e/, 
proof. , 'Rando lph l  Your  bl ind date is hero . "  
I 
The Herald,  Monday,  May  7, 1984, Page~ 
makes  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
OW nnn:  ' " '  : ; I I J J I I " ] 
n ents  s ,c  
)v/:is sick, ~d~!. :on0don .lasted only ~ i:3 '~ :~6 _tint:and second: ; i: re~rded the next two ow 
anus, ' innings after giving up Ran.-scoring singles by for hls fifth save, a~ 
king San Diego eight runs on.slx hits, Tim Rainen and Terry second, in thi 
~pponents sick,.. Reds S PhllHes 3 • Francena, who was 5-for-8 doubleheader. 
Dave Parker drove in in the doubleheader, made . In the' first gam 
ghtlug a week- two rims; inducting one it 6-4 in the third, and Tim Bodrosien relieved Crail 
~lth a flu virus, with "a broken-bat single '.Wallach's RB I  single McMuriry, 3-3, wh4 
rational League that snapped a 3-3 tie in the' , dosed the gap.t0, one in the yielded six hits over• 7 i-~ 
f irst five-game e ighth  inn ing ,  enah~tt  ' . f i fth; / ~: ., innings, ..~: . . . .  : .... : -: 
ruddy, w0rk ing C indmmt i  to Ra inco . then launehedhis  The Braves  Duly. run~ 
ngs and driving Philadelphia, Pai'ker's third homer of the season against Charlie lea ,  4-~ 
s as San Diego second RBI scored Gary off Jeff Dedmon, 1-0, for a eame In the*fourth 
go Cubs 8-5.  Redus, who had singled, 7-6lead that stood until the wheo Gerald Perry tripled 
down with it stole second and moved to 
/ 
The competitive division champs of the scrub Scott, and Fred Llndsay. (F'ront row) 
volleyball league are the 'Scumbags'. Shown Charlene Leguffe, Anna Klein, Erin Williams, 
from left to right (back row) Martin Teems, and Deanna Peterson. 
Lance Legouffe, Andy Ruygrok, Graham ;' 
Tigers rally to increase record / 
FoL" a while,.it looked as 
if Cleveland Indians had 
Detroit Tigers on the 
ropes; 
The way the Tigers are 
playing thin year,, 
however, you eun't count 
them out of any game. 
Losing'by five runs 
midway through th'elr 
American League baseball 
game Sunday, and hailing 
5-1 going into the eighth 
inning, the Tigers rallied to 
tie it. Four innings later, 
they pulled out a 6-5 vie- 
tow to stretch their  1984 
road record to 11-0. 
"I can't say it was 
inevitable, but once we got 
the adrenalin flowing, we 
knew we had a good 
last start, and third on a passed, ball, 
been feeling Redus has 14 stolen bases 
7 said."I wasn't in 14 attempts. .. 
[." Giants 3 Cardinals 2 
previous'start Dusty Baker's seventh- 
tuesday In a ~-~. inning triple drove In the 
er Atlanta. The .winning run as the Giants 
ght-hander, has swept the Cardinals in St. 
in a row, Louis for the first time 
his last loss, 8-2, since 1966. Jack Clark, who 
~to Los Angeles had homered and hit a 
Fernundo sacrifice fly, started the 
seventh with a single and 
lowed six hits, scored from first on 
tee and struck Mkor's hit. 
afore he'leR for When it was over, Mike 
;er in the eighth. Jorgeuen shook his head 
~ge pitched the and called it "a Btrunge 
innings as the game." 
~ded a three- It was probably just as 
. . . . . . . . .  ~g streak, well that Montreal ExpOs 
Leon Durham's two-run manager Bill Virdon, who 
homer gave the Cubs a was ejected for arguing 
first-iontog lead. But Show with home-plate umpire 
singled home two runs in Randy Marsh In the first 
the second, and ~e Padres iuning, wasn't around to 
scored three more in the wihmes its conclusion. 
third with the.help a wild 
pitch by Dick Ruthven and When Virdon left, the 
an error by  Cub third Expos, after losing the 
baseman Per.hie Hebner. opener 2-0, trafled6-01n the 
innings; Baltimore Orioles Toronto's Exhibition breaking double keyed a' Alan Wiggins added a second game of their 
6, Texas Rangers 1; and Stadium against Kansas four-run ulsrising in the, pair of RBI with an eighth- National League inning single, doubleheader Sunday 
seattle Mariners 3, City starter Larry Gura,4- 10th inning as New York SWEEP EXPOS against Atlanta Braves. 
California Angels 1. 1. snapped a five-game losingi: Elsewhere, Atlanta But they pulled into a 7.0 
Results Saturday: TheBlue Jays had taken streak. Steve Kemp led off' Braves pasted 2-0 and 9-8 lead on Tim Raines's two' 
Braves tagged reliever 
Bob James, 1-3, in the 
eighth. • 
home a run before scoring 
on Murphy's groundou~a 
The Expos had tvd~. 
After ,Randy Jol~nson runners in scoring position 
and Alex Trevino singled, with only one out in the'~ 
and doubled respectively first against MeMurtry,,; 
with one Out, Jorgensen 
llned~ an 0-2 fnstball into 
centre field. 
Murphy's sixth homer, 
an inside-the-parker in the 
ninth, 'gave Atlanta some 
breathing room, which was 
much needed when 
Wallach greeted reliever 
Terry Forager with his 
sixth homer lending off the 
Expos' ulnth. 
Steve Bodresiun then 
relieved •and allowed a 
• pinch-hit single by Jim 
Wohlford before walking 
Bobby Ramos. But with a 
2-2 count on Den'el 
Thomas, the next batter, 
Trovino, the Atlanta 
catcher; picked Wohlford 
off ~ond base. 
Bedrosian promptly 
but failed to score. ..-~ 
Dodgers 6-1 Pirates 4-2 ..~ 
Te~y Whitfield doubled .~ 
in the tie-breaking run as ! 
Los Angeles scored twic~ i 
in the lOth inning of il~,'.~. 
first game to end a five'~ 
game losing streak. - ! 
In the second game, L~e 
Lacy singled to drive in the " 
tie-breaking run in the j 
ninth inning as John Tudor | 
scattered seven hits to beaL i
Valeazuela. Pinch hitter 
Hedi Vargas singled with 
one out to start the inning.. 
Marvel Wynne, who hadi~ 
string of eight straight hits 
broken earlier in the oame',-': o ! 
singled as  pinch-runner 
Joe 0rsulak went to third, 
setting the stage for Lacy. 
, ' j  
Soots Shorts 
Toronto 10, Kansas City 1; a 1-0 lead on Alfredo the 10th with a double off victories over Montreal run home run in the sixth, 
Detroit 6, Cleveland 5; Griffin's RBI-triple In the  reliever Pete Ladd, 2-1.1. Expos and Los Angeles only to have Jorgensen TORONTO (CP) -  Lore first IFBB women'~:~ 
Chicago 8, Boston 5; fifth, but the Royals tied it One out later, Robertson~ Dodgers split with Pitt- send Atlanta ahead with a Bowen-pice of Dallas championship held 
two-run, pinch-hit single in  dethroned two-time Canada. The federattofi:l Baltimore 7, Texa~ 5; in the seventh on Steve doubled to knock in Kemp, i sburgh Pirates, winning & the eighth, ' "champion Carla Dunlap of Includes branches from 122 
Milwaukea2, NewYorkl; Ralboni's run:producing snapping a 4-4 tie, and' 4andlesing2.1,inapalrof 
Minnesota 5, Oakland 4; double. " Willie Randolph followed doubleheaders. In other The Braves Dale Mur- Newark, N.J., to win the countries. Besides Canad~ 
phy, with an inside-the-. International Federation and the United State~ and California 3, Seattle 1. Red S ix  3 WhiteSox 1 with an RBI-single. ~ games, it was: Houston park-blow, and Montreal's of Bodybullder's women's competitors during the 
Borgman's inking line Bruce Hurst pitched a Orioles 6 Rangers 1 Astros 10, New York Mete 
drive leading off the 12th two-hltterandMikeEasler Cal Pipken, Jr., hit for I~ Cincinnati Reds 5, Tim Wallach exchanged world professional Weekend arrived from th~ 
inning hit off the glove of belted two homers to pace the cycle and Mike BOd:. Philadelphia Ptdllies 3; ~|o homers, their sixth, in championship Sunday Netherlands, France and 
Cleveland left fielder Ot is  Boston. Vance Law broke dicker pitched a five-hitter and San Francisco Giants me ninth, giving the night. 1 Finland. 
Nixon and bounded away, up Hurst's bid to throw the for Baltimore. Boddicker. |, 3, St. Louis Cardinals 2. Braves a 9-8 triumph and a Bowen-Riee, 25, adds the 
'ullowingBergmantoreach first no-hitter in Fenway 2-3, pitched his second Results Saturday: doubleheader sweep. IFBB crown to her 19~3 
second. Park since 1965 by lifting a complete game of the Montreal 2, Atlanta 1, in 10 The Braves pounced on U.S. amateur title, OAKLAND Calif. (AP) 
Tom Brookens acrificed 1.0 pitch into the left-field season while • Frank innings; Philadelphia 11, Montreal starter David collecUng $7,000 for the - -  Pitcher Mike Norris of. 
him to third, and Lou screen for his third homer. Tanana, 2-4, took the loes,~ Cincinnati 2; Houston 10, Palmer after his three win. Dunlap finished baseball's Oakland A's 
WhRaker then stroked a ae the leadoff hatter in the .: New York 6; San Free- walks filled the bases in second, earning $3000. was arrested and bonked ii 
chance," said Dave game-winning single to eighth inning. . Mariners 3 Angels 1 ...., ciseo 7, St. Louis 0; the first. Chris Ch..ambli~ Top Canadian was Carla for investigation of dru~. I 
Twins 4 A's 3 and Glenn ,ubbaro Bergmen, who doubled centre, making a loser of . Ed Vande Berg, makin~ Chicago 6, San Diego S, in . . . . . .  Temple, 25; of Vancouver, charges Sunday. ii j 
andscored the winning run Cleveland's fifth pitcher, Two-run singles by Tim his first major league 10 innings; and Pittsburgh aeuverenand d u-la two-run..smg|e. 1983 Canadian amateur ' • =/: 
in the 12th. Ernie Camacho, 0-2. Teufel and Gary Gaetti n start, combined with Dave~ ,,B; Los Angeles 7,'also in 10 As o o e respecuve~y: middleweight champion. Norris, 29, was booked !t 
, he went o the mound The victory improved Aurelio Lopex, 3-0, was the fifth iuning gave reakle Beard one  five-hit~er.:f'o~/hm~gs . . . . . . . .  Temple was fifth among 18 for investigation of;'~ 
the East Division leaders f the ~er ,  i~ltohhig'~two Ed  Hedge his.fi;~tt maj0r: iSeattle~ V'ande B e ~ 4 0  Me~.l ~,~o,~y.m~ ~a~n.ey , :y~r,on..entries. : possessing cocaine,~ 
reeord to.==-4, bnse,in,,the~ ;~,seo~l~, i~ j~B~ ~' '  ' • ' ;' ' ~.~ '::. "~-~" . . . .  "--" ' -~." - : ' -~ '~-~-~ ""  .w  ecro ~Marsn . . . . . .  leagu.e v:eto/~. HO~e,::l~,: turoed'.~fi 5 2-3 innin~r~Td'd~'Y6~%~s' '6s eer~-d ~]~R" ~ . .  y . . . .  , an~l ...... =p" ' " teamed 'with"" marijuana . . . .  and ...... 
~". Itched six-hit ball for momenumter, v~roonwas major leagues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Blue Jays. 2. Royals 1,~,., p . . . . . .  finished" with seven runs in the third inning as Tony Pearson, 28, of paraphrenalia, said police 
seven innings with BOn strikeouts and no walks; , an  anticipated strikeout ejected. 
Beard struck out four. The duel between Nelan Ryan REDUCE DEFICIT 
Mariners scored all their and Mets reekie Dwight The Bra~;es cored two 
runs in the'fifth off Tomm~/~L Goeden fizzled early. Ryan more runs off Breinleg, the 
John, 2-3, when Bob: pitched his first complete reliever, but the Expos 
Kearney hit a solo homer'." gamei a six-hitter, but chipped away at the 6-0 
and ~! Davis doubled in the ~ deficit, scoring once in 
other run. 
In other AL action, it Cliff Johnson's tie- 
was: Toronto Blue Jays 2, breaking single In the ninth 
Kansas City ROya~s 1; inning scored Jesse 
Boston Red Sox 3, Chicago Barfleld from second and 
White: SOx 1; Minnesota lifted Toronto ver Kansas 
Twins 4, Oakland A's 3; City. Barfleld started the 
Now York Yankees 8, ninth.with adouble high off 
Milwaukee Brewers 4; in 10 the left field wall at 
Atlanta to  successfully spokesman Ray 
defend their mixed pairs Viglienzone. He was a l~ 
title against eight booked for Investigation oL.~ 
challenging couples to split possessing cocaine fot'&~ 
$7,000. sale. .', 
A crowd of 1,300 jammed Norris was released' :. 
the Skyline .Hotel for the after posting $9,500 in baii~.~, '! 
Davis finishing up for his 
sixth save. Mike Warren, 
3-4, took the loss and was 
knocked out in the Twins' 
four-run fifth: 
Yankees.8 Brewers 4 
Andre Robertson's tie- 
Life-time contract for Brett 
KANSAS CITY, MR: 
(AP)  -- Third baseman 
George Brott,. whose .3Z8 
average the last five 
seasons is the best in 
hasehall's major leagues, 
has signed what amounts 
to a life-time contract, 
Kansas City Royals un- 
nouncod today. 
Terms Of the contract 
were not announced. 
The contract is an ex- 
tension of a five-year 
agreement which has two 
years to run. The extension 
runs throngh Imp, with 
option years at the 
American league club's 
dincretton for the 1992-95 
seasons. 
BreWs present contract 
is believed to be in the 
neighborhood f $I million 
annually. 
" I 'm very happy," said 
Brett, who will turn 31 next 
week. The eight-time all- 
star has been hampered 
throughout his career by 
assorted Injuries and is not 
expected to see action for 
another couple of weeks 
this season because of a 
knee injury he suffered in 
spring training. 
. .The announcement 
guarantee from the 
Raysis. 
The announcement was 
made at a news conference 
at Boyals Stadium by co- 
owners Ewing Kanffman 
and Avron Fogelmsa, who 
said negotiations began in 
earnest ~vo months ago. 
"Mr .  K and I recognize 
George Brett's 
longstanding value to the 
Roysis' organization, his 
consistent production on 
the field year after year 
and his ongoing status as 
an American League al l -  
star," Fegelmun said. 
"This contract ensures the 
Raysis, George Brett .and 
our fans that he will 
complete his career in 
Kansas City and be a part 
of our  organization beyond 
his playing days." 
Brett, a lifetime •316 
hitter, has been an active 
part of the community for 
10 years. 
"When I lock back, it has 
gone by too fast," Brott 
said. "I believe we are 
going to provide Kansas 
City with similar success 
in the future years. 
"I consider Kan.s  City 
my home and permanent 
Angeles area, became the  games because of various:. 
Royals' regular third injuries, he led the league ~ 
baseman 10 years ago:this in hatting average;' 
month and ~stablished his slugging percentage and 
all-star credentials the  on-base, percentage and," 
next year by leading the . was named the league's 
league with 195 hitS. most valuable player. 
In 1976, he hit .333 to win 
his first league hatting title 
as the Rayals won their 
first of four At, West titles. 
He hit .312, .294 and 329 
the next three years as the 
Doyals dominated their 
division. Then, in 1950, he 
He went above the .400 
mark with a two-run 
double Aug. 17 and 
remained there until Sept. 
20, capturing the.. 
imagination of baseball :~ 
fans worldwide with his" 
quest for the .400 mark." 
put together one of the  The .390 average he wound 
most brilliant offensive up with remains the 
campaigns in baseball highest since Ted 
hintory~ Despite missing 45 Williams's •406 in 1941. 
I I I 
PCL roundup 
I 
Two home rune -- one a 
grand slam -- by Steve 
Lubratich helped North 
Division leader Edmonton 
win the second game of a 
by Lubratich's grand slam 
off Jim Koontz. 
In Honolulu,. Denio 
Gonzalez' two-out, bases- 
loaded triple paced a four- 
Pacific Coast League run fifth inning that lifted 
'ba.seball doubleheader, 14- Hawaii, 19.11, to its first- 
S, after losing to Van- game victory over 
couver, 3-2, in the opener Tacoma, now 10-17. 
Sunday. 
ended speeulnUon that residence." Elsewhere in the PCL 
Brett miiiht finish his There wasno indiention Sunday, South Division 
career elsewhere. He end of what BreWs duties with leader Hawaii swept a 
his qent, brother Bobby the dub might be after his doubleheader fmmt 
Brett/had indicated they playing days are finished• Tacoma, 6.4 and 5-2, _ ' = . - -  
would like a lifetime Brett, a native of the Los Albuquerque stomped unbeat ~o. . , ,  1=4, Tucson 
Filly: en Phoen ix  beat Los Vegas, 7- North Olvll lon 
W L Pct. OBL 
TOR()NTO (CP) ~-  Ada~ In Vancouver, Doug poet, • • Canada's ' $3.70 and '$2.3o, SinIBter chP~S SpinsterMLg0alnd$3.90and Loman's sIngle in the 
hamplen two.year-filly of Proud Halo $3.10. seventh brought home the t~ t6 .4o~ 4 
record intact Sunday with 
a three-length .victory in 
the 151;,000 Star Shoot 
Stakes at Woodbine race 
track. 
.Winning t ime In the six- 
furlong event for three- 
year.old 'fillies was one 
minute ~= 3-5 seconds on a 
dew back. Ads Prospect, 
ridden • by . Gary 
Staldbemn, returned ~.8o,. 
1953, kept her unbeaten Trainer Mike Doyle said 
Ads Prospect might run 
the seven-furlong 
Queesston Stakes next 
weak. 
Stahlhaum registered 
bis fourth added.money 
win of the season. On 
Saturday, he rode My Only 
Love to victory in the 
$44,~o Vigil Handicap 
Stakes. 
Edmonton 16 lS . IS2 -  
Vancouver 14 13 ,S19 1 
Salt Lake 12 IS .444 3 
Portland 
winning run in the  first Tacoma 10 17 ,370 S 
South Division 
game for the Canadians, Hawaii 19 11 .&IS - -  
now 14-13. Tucson 1/. 10 ,615 1 
Les Vegas 16 12 .57| g Winning pitcher Bob Albt~querclu, 14 1S ,,Ills 4~ 
G ibson  a l lowed Just tWO Phoenix 11 t? ,~3 1 
hits in that  game,  both to Sund,~ ,=,eu.= 
Edmonton 2.14 Vancouver S.S 
Darre l l  M i l l e r - -  a two-rnn'  Albuquerque 13 Portland 1~ 
homer  in the third and a Tuc~oo S, Salt Lake I 
Phoenix I Laa V~at  3 
single in the sixth. Tacoma 44 Hawaii 61)$ 
In the nlghteep, ~ay ' .  Games 
Edmonton at Vancouver. 
Edmonton,  now 15-13, Albuquerque at Portend 
scored eight runs in the Tuc,on st Salt Lake 
second inning, highl ighted Pho*n,x at Lee wg~ 
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TUESDAY 8am-5pm 
Good Cln~ll  TOday Film Fill CBS 
Morning A.M, Show Jimmy Newt 
America Con't News Swiggers MIMer 
Can't Con't Can't 100 N0gQrl 
~0'Mlnute Koregn'l Good Huntllv ~Issml 
Workout YOgl Compl~y ' Slrest Strest 
The B~a Wflat'l Can't Can't Can't 
of Night Cocking Cofl,t Friendly Glint Can't 
Banton Joyce DcnMue Clnldlln lflvlrsnmlflts 
Can't Olvlpson ¢Wl't Sch001l Community 
Loving l~Iflnltlon Can't Mr. RelKIIt 
Can't :* Cot'S con°t ' Oreeaup ScIIHIcI 
Family Elegant Hot " SesIme Let's Draw 
Feud Apt~ltlts Potato Street Uml~ella 
Rven'l Guest Search for Con'S Draw Man 
HOpe What Tomorrow Con't On the Level 
All Noon Daye All Wild 
My Newt of My Amarlcl 
Chlldran Hour Our Children In Harmony 
Can't Cot'S Lives C~l't Invlffltlve Chllo 
One Another Another CBC.TV All About YOO 
Life World World News Stories . 
to Can't Can't Take UO Clasp 
LIVe Con'S Con't 30 Arts Enpress 
General General The Match Wok with American 
Hospital Hospital Game Yen PIIyhOuN 
Con'f Con°t'  Hollywood DO It For Con°t 
CO(l't ~.lNl't .¢,¢luarae Yourlelf Con'S 
Weman In l  Bralkawiy The Con't 
H~ro Can't YOUng Can't 
to n Con't and fhl Con't 
Womlm Show Can't Restless Can't 
Live Fantasy POOFle'S Smurfa , Sellame 
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Time 
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Con't 
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Frare Can't 
Can't COO0t 
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de Vie Pan y 
Teleiournal Can't 
Regional Can't 
Teleiournal Can't 
National Con't 
Le Point . COn°t 
La Mated Con't 
Natlo~tal Polvre el Monday 
GaG, eel Night 
Con'S • La Bonne USFL 
Can't Aventure Football 
Business Quincy Can't 
Computerl Can't Can't 
Understanding Can't Can't 
Behavloor Can't Can't 
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Con't 
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Terra Can't 
Humalna Can't 
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O'Oell Con't 
Ce Sports 
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i Fast 
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Huh 
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Forest 
Marlve MouVe~ant 
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f 
('AIIIra' .Fill@. 
ChoIce . Pertout 
Undorstandln, ' ,Nl'lmegarle 
Behsvlour Can't 
Voy lg l  Oe Blen 
¢OIYI Belles CilOsel 
BUIIBass Pacha 
M~mwemant cou,t 
Roving Avle 
RaFort Recherche 
Bonaventure AIIo 
Travel BOU 
Mr. Wlilord°! 
World 
Inlpector 
Gadget 
HIhOVOr 
Street 
Con't 
Can't 
Can't 
. Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Zapped 
Con't 
Con°t 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
Con0t 
, HOW Wa Bou The 
Know Con't Cat 
,Go to Au and 
*Sell Jour tha 
Math le Canary 
Cofl,t Jour Can't 
, CIMaro' Cinema Can't 
Choice La Con'.t 
Cot'S Baits Table 
Con'S Equll~ for 
i Ad Can't Five 
World CaNt Cot'S 
Outan Tag Boblno Can't 
Wla GaI1N Can't Con,t 
The Micro. Co.0t 
Newcomers Puco Cofl°t 
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': Services 
• I II II I 
;rERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES provides 
asslstance with household 
management and dally 
.flvlng activities to aged, 
~hondlcapped, con. 
:valescents, chronically IIh 
.etc. 4530 Lakelse Ave. 
"Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P4. 
;Phone 635.5135. 
:.: (ppd.30nov) 
:TERRACE PRO.LIFE 
Education Ass'n. Is 
Concerned with upholding 
the right to fife of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
~upportlng members 
~velcome. Phone Raberta 
~5-7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
;." (ppd-30June-84.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at 
the Kltl K'Shan staffroom. 
For more Informatlun call 
~athy at 635.2151 or Sue et 
635-4691. 
(ppd5.29iune) 
I(SAN HOUSE Is" 
avallable to women and. 
-~hlldren who have been 
physlcally or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary re fuge  
call the HELP llne 635- 
6447. (ppd.aprl130.84) 
Services 
I I 
THE' TERRACE Foster 
Parents Asseclatlon meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
m~nth at Ndrthwest 
Communlty Collage. We ere 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would llke to 
talk to us please call Bey 
635.3248, Jacqule 635.6727, 
Trean 635.2865. 
(PP3-1une2984) 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7-10pm 638.1362. 
(plXI-Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and loin 'us, a family 
orientated group, with 
family and. adult activities. 
We ere a' Iocol support 
group; offering friendship, 
compenlomhlp and help if 
we can to families who ore 
only one parent. Come and 
loin us the One Parent 
Families Association of 
Canada. For Information 
phone Bee 635.3238 or Judy 
638-1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C; V8G 2B5. 
(ppd-13ju184) 
PARENT'S.I N-CRISIS A 
self.help group for parents, 
seeking to  . change 
dest'u~llve Petforns" of 
child.rearing. Weekly 
meetings. Tele~une crisis 
line . 635-5566 or wrlto to  
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. 
(PPd¢201une) 
Se/vices 
II 
FOOD FOR THOU~GHT 
Soup Kltc~n -- We provlde 
free soup to those In need; 
thls servlce Is provlded by 
volunteers • who are 
unemployed. Donations of 
food and money are needed 
to molntaln lhls servlce. 
3,112 Sparks Ave. 
1gem -4pro 
628-1604 
,(Ppd2.30mar84) 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drep-ln centre; support 
service for women; 
Intormatlon; referral; 
• lending library; bookstore, 
counsel l ing;  support 
groups. 
4542 Park Avenue; 
open 12-4 p.m. weekdays 
638.0228 • 
(ppd-7mo.30Mar'84) 
; , 
ALANON MEETi.GS 
Monday at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, at 8pm Phone 
Isobel 635.9359 or Gloria 635. 
5546. 
(ppd-23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. In the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there is a movie on 
Alcohol , and Drugs. 
Everyone welcome. 
(ppd.14may) 
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For Sale Miscellaneous 55 BUS{hess Opportunity 
Swap & Trade 56 Motorcycles 
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.Homes for Rent 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words Or less S2.00 per Insertion. Over 20 
words 5 cents par word, 3 or more'consecutive 
Insertions S1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion charged for whether run or not. 
Ablolutely no refunds after ed has been set. . ,  
CORRECTIONS 
Must be made before second inse,tion. 
Allowance can be made for ONly ONe Incorrect 
ted. 
BOX NUMBERS 
El.00 p ickup,  
S200 mailed 
CL/~SSIFlaD DISPLAY 
Rites available upon request. 
NATIONAL CL~,SSIFlaD RATa 
32 cents per ages,? line. Min imum charge SS.00 
per insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL ODd TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING 
37 cents Per line. 
SUSlNESS PERSONALS 
IS.00 per line per month. On a minimum four 
month basis. 
'COMING EVENTS • 
For Non.Profit Organizations, Maximum S days 
Insertion prior to event for no charge. Must be 25 
.wOrds or less, typed, and submitted to our offlce,~ 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
Noon tWO days prior t0 publication day. 
CLASSIFIED 
I1:00 a.m. on day previous to dey of publication 
Mondly  to Friday, 
ALL  CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
1114111 BUSINESSES WiTH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
SI,VI~I cbetge of IS.00' on I l l  N,S,P, cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
NO charge provld~l news lUbmlftecl within one 
month. 
IDa 311~, Terrace, B.C. Home D~llvery 
VSO 404 PLane 63~-40(M 
CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Notices 600" 
Births 600 
Engagements 6.(X) 
Marriages 6.00 
Obituaries " 600 
Card of Thanks 6.00 
In Memorlum 6,00 
pver 60 words, S cents each additional WOrd. • 
PHONE 635'635Y -- Cl#sslfled Advertising 
Department. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
EffectlveOctober l ,  lYiO 
S[nWe Copy 25c 
By Carrier ruth, $3.50 
By Carrier year 311.00 
By Mai l  . 3 mths. 25.00 
eyMai l  ' 6mths. 35.00 
By Mail  I yr.'.~.00 
Senior Citizen , I yr, 30.00" 
Er i f ish Commonwealth and United States of 
America I yr. 65.00 
The Herald reserves the r ight to classify ads 
under appropriate headings end to set rates 
therefore and to determine page location. 
Tha Herald reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or re'lect any advert i~ment and to 
retain any answers directed tO the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
BOX replies on '*Hold" instructions not picked Up 
wi lh ln  10 days of expiry of an advertisement wi l l  
be destroyed unless mail ing instructions ere 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. All claims 0f errors in advertisements 
must be received by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication• 
It iS agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
thai the liability of the Herald in the event of 
failure to publish an' advertisement or in the 
event of an error apPearing m the advert iS<menl 
~,.~ puOl~Shed shall be l imited Jo the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one incorrent insertion 
for the portion of the advqrtising Space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item 0nly, and that 
there Shall be no l iabil ity to any extent greater 
than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertising that discrlmlnet~s against any 
person because of his race, religion, Eel(; color, 
nationality, ancestry or place of origin, or 
because his age is between 44 and 65 years, , 
unless the co, dil lon iS justified by a bona tide 
[ .equirement for the work involved. 
TERRACE 
• K IT IMAT dailu 
Classified Mail.in Form 
Your Ad 
*" ' *° ' ***  **"  **** ' ** '  " ' "  ""  . . . .  ''''*,*.,**,,,*,,***t,,**,,,,**, 
, , , * * , , , , , , , * * . , ,  ~ . . . , .  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,**,**,,,,,,,,,,,,***,,,,., 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classif ication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Send ad along with 
cheque or money order to: 
20 Words or less: $2 per day DAI LY  H E RAL D 
$4.50 for three consecutive days 
$6 for four consecutive days 3010 K~lum St. 
Terrace, B,C. 
S7.50 for five consecutive days VHG 2M7 
Services 
UNEMPLOY/~ENT 
ACTION. CENTRE --.We 
are~' a non-goVernment 
agency that provides advice 
and counselling ~to the 
unemployed. Our. services 
ore free. If you ileecl help 
with Unemployment  
Insurance problems or 
Human Resources give us a 
cell. 
,1721 Lezelle, 
Rm. 200 
(Back of TIIIIcum Theatre) 
635.4631 
(ppd2-30mar84) 
A.A. MEET INGS • . 
Monday~ 8:30 p.m. 
(Cl~ed) • 
Unlted Church 
Services 
INCHES AWAY~ CLUB 
meets ever..yi'l~day at' 
6:45 p.m. In  " t~ Skeana 
Health Unit. For..~ In.. 
formation call Jeanne 635. 
7742 or Kathy 638.0497. 
(ppd6.31aug) 
PROGRAMME CADRE. 
, Events 
I" | 
NAT IONAL ARTS 
CENTRE Orchestra :" 
appears Sat. May 12, 8 
p.m. "at REM Lee 
Theatre. P rogram In -  
cludes Rossini, Mozart,. 
Schafer, Mendelssohn. 
'Obtain advance tickets. ~ 
un education en Francois. 
Pour Information: J .y.  
Paul 635-9527 L. Tremb!ay 
635.4832. 
. (pl-4iun) 
FRANCAIS Le Mlnlstere Car ter ' s  Jewel lers ,  
de L'Educatlon offre aux Skeena Mall $8 student- 
Francophones de Tel'race . seniors, $10 adults. 23  ' 
Services 
i i 
2 Coming. 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
Centre end the Unem- 
ployment Action Centre, 
will be hosting an In. 
formation workshop "on 
Crisis Grants for people 
rece iv ing  G .A . I .N .  
' Hire for:Rent .,.: 
I II 
"A"TICKETED /IOXE BEDROOM 
" JOURNEYMAN I ibache lor  ~u l tes .  
• ELECTRICIAN II I Available Immedla~ly. 
NoJobstosmalh all'Jobs i iFrldge& stove inclucl~d. 
cons idered.  Very i  ISauna & recreation 
reasonable rates. Phone | Iroom. 635-9023 or:- ~35- 
638.1762, ' | I0189 to view. , '  .~ :i 
(P=3°may) I I (p..m?o 
• 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Heatt Church 
4830 Straume : 
• - • • , • , 
Wednesday --8:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursclay-- 0:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych unit 
Friday -- 8: 30 p.m. 
(Open) r 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
3313 Kalum 
Saturday ---8:30 p,m. 
(Open) 
Hospltal Psych Unlt 
Sunday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Men's Closed) 
Angllcan Church 
Basement 
4726 Lazelle 
24 hrs.--638.8195 " 
(ppd-31july84) 
TERRACE & 
:DISTRICT 
COMMU N ITY  
SERVICES 
635.3178 
Events 
I 
THE TERRACE Figure 
,Skating Club .,will • be 
" holding ItsAnnua~C~_neral 
Meeting on May 2eth at 
7:3Opm In the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. 
Election of offlcors will 
take place. All Interested 
In this club are.urged.to 
attend. 
(nc.28may) 
• "CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
CENTRE garage & bake 
sale. 5at. May 12 10am. 
2pro. For pickup of 
donations call 635.9528 or 
drop at the Centre. Fr l .  
May 11 from 6pm.Opm. 
(ncS-11may) 
THE TERRACE & 
DISTRICT Arts Council 
and the Northwest Singers 
present the U.B,C. 
Chamber Singers on.  
F r iday ,  11th May at the 
REM '~ Lee Theatre at 
7:30pm Tickets at the door. 
(nc.11may) 
:r C*ENTENNIAL 
assistance, May 9, 9:3gem 
. 11:30am at the Terrace 
Hotel in  the Green Room. 
Free childcare Is available 
by calling 638-0220, 12-4pm 
weekdays; 
(nc4.8may) 
14 Business 
Person~l 
TOTAL BUSINESS SER- 
trICES 24 hr. Answering 
,Service, Typing, Poglng, 
Photocopying Alarm 
monitoring. 3238 Kalum St. 
Phone 638.8195. 
(acc7.mor.tfn)' 
FILTER QUEEN 
Sales & Service 
Phone 
"635-7096 
AL TOOVEY 
FURNACE REPAIR 
Phone 635.7524 
(stf) 
D .L .G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC- 
COUNTANT, Trustee In 
4530 Lakelse Ave. CHRISTIAN school an. bankruptcy, receiver, 
.TerraceV~G~lE~4 ! ~.- !~ul~sjhaj'Klndergar~ter L ~t iquldator.  ~ 209.4650 
:~ t~egi~raHo~s, are ,. now . Lazelle'~A.ve.,'~.O. Box 
ALTERNATE ~'i ; bl~ih~ accepted fo r  888, Terrac e, B.C. vaG 
EDUCATION children of parents In.. 4R2. 638-0361, 635-5702. 
COMMUNITY terested In Christian (p20.28may) 
WORKS :: e~gcatlon. Children must ,, 
be five years old by  19 Help 
• CONSUMER D.ecember 31, 1984. Birth 
COMPLAINTSOFFICER certificates are required. WGnted 
& DEBT (nc-11may) 
COUNSELLOR 
635-1256 THE SMITHERS Christian MATURE WOMAN TO 
School Choir and 'band will WORK nights, holidays, 
MEALS-ON-WHEELS be performing at  the weekends. Rate$5.00.hr. 635.3178 
Christian reformed Chm;ch Apply Twin City Meats. 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & (corner Sparks and 638.1312. 
DRUG COUNSELLING ' Straume) May 29 at (plO-amay) 
638-8117 7:30pm. Everyone is  
SKE ENA YOUTH welcome to attend. A " N O R T H E R N • 
WORKS INCENTIVE (nc.11may) INTERIOR SAWMILL 
PROGRAM (SYWIP) requires a Head 
635.5778 DANCE REVUES4 9th Planerman, with .at 
annual performance by least 10 years ex. 
SPEClALSERVICES The Vlckl Parvlalnen 
TO CHILDREN Dance Students. May 25th perlence In main. 
tenance of high speed 
635-7087 at ,0pm at REM Lee p laners .  
Theatre. Tickets available 
r Duties will Include: 
TERRACE from the students and ~ralningandsupervlslon 
HOMEMAKERS Sight and Sound or phone 
635-5135 635-2142 and 635.2421. of shift planerman and 
Prices are adults $4, superv is ing  the 
'TERRACE RECYCLING students over 12 S3, maintenance of 2 
635:7271' children and senior planers. 
citizens $2. Donations Salary In the $35,000 to 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT from the proceeds go to the $40,000 range, depen- 
& LIVING SKILLS REM Lee Theatre Fond. dlng on experlenc(~. 
~35.7m Come and. enioY an Reply to Box 1486 c.o 
evening of entertainment Tel'race-Kltlmat Dally 
(plxI. for the whole family. Herald, Box 399, 
(ppdB-aug. IM) (nc-11may) Terrace, B.C. V8G 2M7~ 
(accB-11may) 
JUDO CLUBS For junior 7. WOMAN INTERESTED In 
14 ~ars. Ju, Jilsu for adult, self-Improvement and BABYSITTER 
For more Information call community work are REQUIRED, Starting May 
635.9316 and 635-9556. needed. Terrace Women's 7th, Kalum & Scott Area . .  
[p3-30may) Jr. Chamber of Commerce Phone 635.2075. 
sponsoredby Terrace (p3-8may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON. Jaycees wishes to an- 
SERVATIVE Association of 
nounce the next CANADIAN summer Skeena. Information . organizational meeting at 
Membershlpa. Phone 638. 3238 Kelum Ave. (above Resort Employment 
,1206. Elegance Fashions) Use Opportunity Information 
(pa-31aug84) entrance on Kalum. Approx. 850 potential 
Tuesday May 8th at 7pm. employers listed across 
ARE, YOU PREGNANT For further Information Can.ada.~ Details, In .  
worried, thinking of an contact Donna at 638-8014 formation etc. Send 
abortion? We at Birthright eves. Cheryl at 638-0004 stamped envelope to 
would like fo offer you our eves. In ternaUona l  Era. 
support and friendship. (nc-amay) ployment Service, Box 
Free cenfldentlal • 429, Lumby,. B.C. V0E 
pregnancy tests available. NEW MOMSI Pregnant 2G0. 
TIIIIcum Building 4721 Suite Womenl The Terrace (p20-18may) 
201 Lazelle Ave. Office Breastteedlng Support 
hours Mort.to Frl. from 9am Group will hold its monthly 
to Ilam Saturday 9era to meeting onTuesday May 8 UNEMPLOYED 
Ipm Phone 635.3907 anytlme at Spm at Skeana Public: Teacher, certif ied in  
(ppcl'lum54) .Health Unit 3412 Kalum. B.C.? Phone 635.4659, 
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE 635-4042 A 24hr. line 
for support and Information 
for victims of sexual 
assault. Office location: 
No.2-3238 Kalum Street, 
9.4, Mon.FrL 
(ppd-aorl120.04) 
Teplc: Care of the Mother. 
Babies are welcome. 
(nc-8may) 
THORNHILL CHAPTER 
IS Order of the Eastern 
Star. Bake Sale & Raffle. 
Friday, May 18 at' 2pm. 
~errace Co.op. Proceeds te 
E ~ ~ I  the Canadian Cancer 
. Society. (nc-18may) 
3:30.4:30. 
(plO.gmay) 
SALES PEOPLE!  
Demonstrate exclusives. 
Protected accounts. Some 
retired people also suc. 
cessful, High com- 
missions. References. Car 
necessary. Will train. Tel: 
8:30 to 1:00 at 604.731.8621. 
• (acc3.amay) 
COMPUTER CLASSES for 
kids. Classes start May 
28th end 29th. Logo, 
beginner, Intermediate, 
advanced and graphics 
courses. Available $25.00 
per class. Call Ars Com- 
puter Services 635-3630. 
(nclO.14may) 
i F INISHING CAR- 
PENTRY Renovations 
& additi0ns. Jour. 
neyman carpenter. 
Rate $12.00 per hour. 
Phone 638.1931. (p20.  
11one) I 
i 
31 
Pets 
MISTHILL  HAS 
SHELTY PUPPIES 
(Miniature Collies) 
Blues, Trl's, Sables. Can 
be delivered to Terrace 
dog show mid-May. 
Guaranteed wi th  con- 
tracts. '~ Reasonable 
3rices from registered 
reputable' breeders. 
Phone 692-3403. 
(p3-8may) 
I 
i 
33 For Scde 
miscellaneous 
I 
HAWKESEAFOODS 
Specializing in fresh 
prawns. Inseason cod, 
octopus, snails, l ive 
c rab ,  halibut and 
shrimp. 1928 Bobslen 
Cres. 
(p20.9may) 
LUMBER FOR SALE-- 
1 l ift 2x10x18 
2 llfts 2x6x8 
I llft 2x6x12 
I l lft 2x4x8 
30 pce. 2x4x12 
10 pce. 2x10x12 
Grade No. t & 2 
Spruce & Hemlock 
635.3354. 
I ~ ) 
38 Wanted 
miBc~llcLneouB 
I 
WANTED-- Frldge and 
stove In good condition, 
children's chair. Phone 
63S-27~.. 
39 
nlc.lne 
FOR SALE--28' Aluma. 
Steel riverboat with 
cabin, 403 Olds 12" 
Jaccuzl and trailer, 
$11,900. Phone evenings 
638.1025. 
(pS-10may) 
43 For Rent 
misc. 
I 
FOR RENT-- Cement 
forms. Call 638.1396. 
(stfn) 
i 
47 Suites 
for Rent 
J 
2 BEDROOM basement 
suite for rent. Frldge and 
stove. Close to school and 
town. Phone 635.7456. 
(pS-11may) 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Cell 
manager any time for 
eppelntment to view. Phone 
635.4547. 
(acc21dec.tfn 
t 
KEYSTONE 
' ,APARTMENTS 
UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spaclous~ & clean. 
Extras 'include: Heat, i 
hot wafer, taundry I 
facilities, storege locker 
& parking. Referea¢ea 
required as of Feb. !-04. 
Plees~ 'phone 635-5224. ]
_ (acc251an.tfn)~ 
L 
4 - 2 BEDROOM. apart. 
ments for rent. $100 deposit 
S27,5 and $261 mon~ly Pay 
own hydro. 3145 RIv~"Dr. 
(Thornhlll) Phone 635.3879. 
(pS3',dm/ay) 
I 
t." 
TETRAULT 
PLACE 
" APARTMEI  
Frldge, stove, d¢spes, 
carpeting off street 
parking, security 
system. : ".:' 
Rents start '~  
ms ; 
Phone manager 
anytime. ; :. 
638-8245:, 
2 BEDROOM washer and 
dryer, fridge and stove. 
$325 per month. Available 
May 1st. No pets please. 
Phone 635-9378. 
(ps.am/~y) 
, ,,i 
'ONE BEDROOM su!ies 
Low rents. Close to town 
and shopping. Fhone ~5. 
6155 days, 638.1533 to ~5. 
9080 evenings. " "" ': 
(acc.sePt2,tfn) 
WOODGREEN " 
APARTMENTS-- 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locality. "~'~''~' 
C0ml~lete wlth'.~lshv)~1~tr, 
flrepla0~,' frldge~ ;sto~,~I';~d 
drapes. Undercover' .~| 
parklng. Security entrance. 
Phone 635.9317. . - , .~ 
(oc'c.pt, i i) 
2 BEDROOM basement 
suItewlth frldge and st0Ve. 
Close to school and to~,n. 
Call after 4pm. 635-5963. 
(p4-amay) 
48 Homes ~ 
for Rent : 
.I 
FOR RENT-- Old, smail 
hous'e $275 per month. 
Phone 638-1986. 
(acc-tfil) 
I/2 DUPLEX In town, gas 
heat and hot water. 
Fireplace, 2 bedrooms up, 
I down. Carpets, new range 
and frldge. No pets. $450 
month. For appointment o 
view call 635-2541 evenlngs 
only. (p10-14may) 
THREE BEDROOM 
town houses close to 
shopping centres and 
schools. Phone Terrace 
Manor 638-0417. 
(p20.21may) 
50 Homes 
for Sale i i! 
2 BEDROOM log house, 
1200 sq. ft. on maln, i000 
upstairs In loft, One-thlrd 
acre scenic river view ()t. 
. $69,000 635.4868 or 638-0678 
Phone after 1pro to view. 
(Plt-lSmay.) 
$99,500 I r 
We planned It, we built 
It, we love It ... so could 
you. 3 year old 1344 ~i. ~, 
ft.'home on 4.6 t r~ i  
acres. Beautiful vlew. 
Only 1.5 km from clty. 
Many special features 
IncJude plne 'celllr~g~ 
fireplace, large master 
bedroom wlth 3 p¢¢ 
ensulte., 638.1321. 
(p6-1Omay): 
GOOD STARTER 
HOME 2 years oLd, 
Partially finished on:%; 
acre. 3 large bedrooms 
on 1750 sq. ft. main floor;' 
Natural gas fired hBt: 
water heating system. 
Room for two bedroom's~ 
upstairs. Can be viewed 
at 3882 Mountvlew '~'  
phone 635-5172. 
(p20.9may) 
50, Home= 
13. BEDROOM house, 
i'4~02 Halllwell, finished 
ibasement, fireplace, 
• ica~l~rt, large sundsck, 
, ifenced • yard, natural 
|ga.s, $69,900. Phone ~t5.• 
i459s. 
I . (p&11may) 
'~:~;.~I~I)ROOM home on ,/, 
;,+~re,. on Skoona St., 2 
fireplaces, garden ares, 
barn, sauna, • asking 
$90~000, Phone 635-2485 
after Spm: 638-0431. 
(pS.11may) 
FOR SALE BY 
BUILDER 3 bedroom 
home. •"Full daylight 
basement with brick 
fireplace. Location: 
4730 Mcconnell Phone 
m;56a. 
LIJ . . . .  (plO-9may) 
NEWLY BUILT 1500 sq. 
ft. •log house In 
Rosewood. Located on 10 
acres. 1-2 acres cleared. 
S~,000, Phone 635.4600. 
(p5.2may) 
52 Property 
~ for~ Sole 
FOR SALE--SIx acres of 
land. Creak running 
through the middle. The 
frontage Is cleared. 
Asking $40,000. Call 635- 
7585. 
(pl0.9may) 
70'x!20' LOT on An. 
derson. Price $22,000. 
Includes labour for 
foundation, buyers 
choice. Phone Coxford 
Construction 635-4595. 
, (p&11m'ay) 
54 Business 
" Property 
ft. retail • store. Located 
corner of Lakelse & 
Emerson - best show 
windows In town . for 
further Information 
phone 635-5333 during 
~siness hours. 
• (acc4.april.ffn) 
/PRIME RETAIL orl 
Iofflce space on 3rd Ave.,J 
|Prince Rupert .  1500| 
Jsquare feet. good terms I
.|- fixtures optional .= 
Jloedlng area and alley 
iocce=. Phone 627,8&U 
[Or 6244746. 
I . (pl0.11may) 
55 OusineBB 
Opportunity 
BUSINESS FOR 
SALE--  Established 
lenl~torlal ' business 
presently grossing 
$100,000 annually. 
Financlalstatements 
available. Operations 
Inc lude  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
1485 c.o Terrace. 
Kltlmat Dally Herald, 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
. VeG ~S~. 
(p20.25may) 
I I  
•: IF. .You ARE locking for a 
way to earn 45.80 per cent 
selling women's ac- 
cessories, please write to: 
;10S, 2310 West 2nd Ave., 
i~r The Herald, Monday, May 7, 1984, Page 9 
" I Super " stars stage in th limelight ........... -conscious on e ' ,  Automobiles . .- " ! 
REPOSSESSION T£1~ItACF.~ ReVeen "the Iml~ibi lat" recei~,{e ' '. J: "1 :' " " * 
For sale 1981 Toyota PU 
View at S.K~B. ,Auto 
Salvage, 3690 DuBan 
Rd., Terrace. Please 
forward blds to C.C.A.;, 
Box 1065, Terrace, B.C. 
~ttn: M: Laing. Further 
details call 635. 
7649. ia¢:c3.4maync2, 
8may) 
1971 TOYOTA 4 wheel 
drive, Land Cruiser, with 
hydraulic snow plow $1400. 
In good running condition. 
Phone 635.6836 or 635.9415. 
I I  " , (~4may) 
"58 Truck= & 
Van* 
MUST S-ELL-- 1980Ford 
F150 4x4, 6 cyl., short 
box, new tires, canopy, 
roof rack, excellent 
condition, 28,000 ml. 
Asking $7,200. Phone 638. 
1919. (pl0.gmay) 
1973 CHEV 4x4 pickup 
$1,200. Phone 635.5156. 
(accS.11may) 
4x4 FOR SALE-- 1977 
GMC 4x4. Good condition. 
49,0~0 miles. 635.3354. 
(pS-11may) 
REPOSSESSION FOR 
SALE 
1974 Inter nat iona I 
Dump Truck Contact 
C.I.B.C..In Kltlmat, 632. 
21~8. Highest or any bid 
not necessarily ac. 
cepted.. 
(acc10-16may) 
top billing. But audience volunteers were the stars ~ 
Saturday night .as they dunced in the atsles, 
laughed, cri.ed, made speeches, and even" swam 
their way a~ross the R.E.M. Lee .Theatre stage. 
Before a capacity audience of everyone from 
black-flngernalled new wavers, to cowboy.hatted. 
men, to young parent=, the unwitting entei~in.~s 
made theirdebut as they tookwhat Reveen cel[e~i, 
"an artistic voyage into the kuper~onsclous stat~, v- 
There, he says, a "complete relaxation oil th~ 
consdous mind," enables the creative mind to be 
released. 
Reveen', assisted by his wife Coral and two of their 
four sons, began the evening with a demonstration 
of "double-track thinking." Part of this demon- 
siration involved memorizing a lengthy llst of ob- 
jects Suggested by the audience, including such 
homegrown items as a Pioneer power saw, 12.pmmd 
chinook salmon and Motson Canadian beer. 
When the native Australian performer went to 
recite the items back, he came to item three, pizza 
with mushrooms and... He paused for. dramatic 
effect, but a small voice piped up trumphantly from 
the back of the theatre, "Mushrooms." 
Reveen said, "In show biz, that's what they call 
building up tension. Oh, well. Bless you, son." 
Beveen devoted the rest of the evening to probing 
the possibilities of the ,super-conscious." 
Asking those who would resist induction to stay in 
their seats, and promising no embarrassment, but 
only "clean, scientific entertainment;" he,selected 
24 of the "best subjects" from the initial 32 audience 
volunteers. 
The lights went down and he began. As •the Z4, 
mostly young people in their late teem rind early 
2o6; sat on two rows of hardback chairs on the stage 
before him, the tuxedoed Reveen intoned: in a 
sermon.like chant, "Take a deep breath of air, 
breathe it out with a sigh, tilt your head lightly 
back. Your eyes feel warm, moist and water." You' 
are aware of no other sound but the sound of m~, 
voice. My voice is true..." 
And then, "Your right arm is light. Raise it in 
front of you." 
Eyes shut, 23 subjects lifted their arms slowly in[o 
theair. The 24th volunteer appeared to wake ~ith!a 
start, He sl)ook hishead, rubbed his eyes, got.up 
1974 FORD FI50 Ranger 
XLT. Canopy and boat 
rack. Dual tanks. No rust. 
Excellent condition. Low 
mlleege $3,000. OBO. 
Phone 635-7354. 
(pS-8may) 
59 Mobile 
Homes 
FOR SALE-- 12x68 Villa 
Vista. 3 bedroom with 
[oey shack. Washer,' 
dryer, frldge, stove, 
dishwasher and micro- 
(p20.1Smay) 
8'x12' JOEY SHACK, 
Insu la ted ,  wrred,  
eavestrough, two doors, 
windows. Asking $700. 
Phone 635.2691. 
(p10.11may) 
KNIGHT MOBILE HOME. 
Large 1 bedroom, skirted, 
with jeey shack, furnished. 
$10,500. Phone 635.3239. 
(p10.14may) 
6ORecre~tionol 
Vehicle= 
O 
REvSsn . . - - =  
from the chair and returned to hts seat. 
Those subjects remaining, Reveen suggested they 
were now able to play the musical instrument they 
had always wished 'to play. "when my voice 
reaches the count of three, you will play with great 
enthusiasm." 
As lively taped music boomed from the stage :
speakers, the "super-conscious" orchestra, eyes 
closed, struck up their own imaginary band. In the 
front row, women tinkled the ivories, a young man 
beat at his non-existent drums, another rocked back 
and forth with an invisible guitar. In the back a 
flute player, another pianist and what seemed to be 
two saxaphenlats joined in. 
When the tape ended, and at Revean's suggestion 
that the audience applause was for them, the per- 
formers bowed with a flourish, curtsied stuffly, or 
A lifetime of exploring BC 
• Roy Mason spent a good Piper Super Cub br~ke flying through and over the 
chunk of his adult life through. " '~ 
flying small planes to But l~son  scruml)led rugged mountains of . British Columbia. 
remote fljords andover the out of the predicamenL as While no ' ' literary 
icy glacial wastes of he did somany times in his masterpiece, the book 
British Columbia. flying career, provides an intriguing look 
His landings weren't In his book lce RtmW~y, at B.C.'s breathtaking 
always smooth. Once, Mason, a retired engln~eer landscape and" at a man 
while attemptin~ to lend on and former preeld~( of who couldn't stop ex- 
a frozen mountain lake, the B.C. Mount.ainee~dng ploring it: 
Mason misjudged the Club, chronicles the m,.~re On one occasion, Mason 
thickness of the ice and his than 20 yelars he i d~Pe nt attempted toland his little 
aircraft on slippery 
Warren Glacier. 
His plane's landing skis 
hit a snow ridge and the 
aircraft somersaulted on 
to its back. The pilot --  and 
his plane -- came through 
the experience with 
scarcely a scratch• 
Then there was the time 
in 1964 when Mason, flying 
at an altitude of 3,5 0 feet, 
Search for Canadian talent 
* .... for!rTom=Se  ck'=gnew !movie 
As a "movie casting and extras on set, It ~m .director asked her to work But Obviously, wtmn I get a 
director, Lindsay Walker get hectic. ' ~ : the film Bear Island, she script, the first people I 
has to be a combination "On Runaway,?we/~a-¢e was in business on her think about are those who 
talent scout, labor lots of time before going on own. are equipped to do the job, 
negotiator, diplomat, and camera," she says With Since then, she's worked aware of the technical side 
occasional crying towel - -  relief. "But sOme about five major projects a of production as well as 
a I roles she has been production companies year, alone or in their ability to perform." 
successfully performing phone up and say we have association with two She's never had 
for six years, three weeks befo'~re Toronto casting com- problems with the o,,- 
Right now, she wants 40 shooting. Then it's a day pan!as. Her credits include Bed artistic tem, 
people for speaking part= and night job." features like the sci-fi g rament: "Actors are 
in the new Tom Selleek As well as handling adventure Spacchanter serious. When they have a 
film, Runaway, ' to be shot Runaway, Walker is and T V movies, such as the ) to do, they give it their 
in Vancouver this summer, helping cast the film Isaac recently completed Glitter best effort." 
It's the third film feature Littiefeather, being shot in Dome. She also has cast ~Valker has no ambitions 
for Selleek, the ruggedly Edmonton this summer, TV mini-series, specials to get  in front of the 
handsome superstar of working on another feature and commercials, meras. But she often 
television's Magnum PI.  filmand a television mini- Lds herself performing 
"A casting director is series. "Spacehunter was fun. ring an audition, feeding 
an actor lines. 
' I  try to give the actor a 
little something to work 
th. It's easier if he's 
basically employed by the 
1981 - 8V30 ft. SKYLARK • producer to find the cast," 
.Holiday trailer with or says Walker, 43, who Is 
without 8x24 Ioey shack 
(like newl. 
17' Skylark Hol|day trailer 
comes with toilet etc. 
Phone 635.3993 after 5pro. 
(pS-7may) 
69 Tender= 
looking for people who can 
deliver dialogue with an 
American accent. 
"That means,  the 
Canadians are going to 
'have to lose their vowel 
sounds, like out and 
about," says Walker in her 
own soft Edinburgh burr. 
CAN BE HECTIC 
Her Job begins when She 
receives the script. She 
must break it down into 
characters, search out 
talent to fit the roles, 
shepherd actors through 
auditions, negotiate 
salariesand contracts for 
the production company, 
and handle the main cast 
Ministry of 
Human Resources 
Submissions Invited 
The Ministry of Human 
Resources Invites .sub- 
missions from societies, 
companies Or Individuals 
to provide residential and 
day programs fo r mentally 
retarded persons In the 
Terrace area. 
The Ministry seeks 
At the same time, she's All these lovely actors 
moving house, which in- would come to work 
eludes her prized pig locking normal, go to 
collection, a sort of pot- costume and make-up and 
punrri of porcine pottery become disgusting," she 
undportralts, recalls. "And at night 
Walker, then a nurse, they'd be normal again." 
arrived in Vancouver in Walker has a large pool 
1969 and worked in corn- of talent o draw on in the 
munitypsychiatry. In 1978, Vancouver area. "There 
she was offered a summer are about 800 aetors out 
there, all working 
job in 'a  local casting seriously at their 
agency. 
DON'T BE STUCK profession." 
"I have this philosophy SCOUTS ACTORS 
that you don't have to She scouts talent con- 
leave school and do the stan tly, going to plays to 
same thing for the rest of see up-and-coming actors 
your life," says Walker. and those new in town. If 
"There's I a fascinating sh5 can't find the right 
world eat there with lots of actor in Vancouver, she'll 
fascinating things to do." send out calls across the 
When a Toronto casting country. 
"I don't .play favorites. 
lting a response out of 
me." 
',WED CURTAINS 
3ccasionaily Walker 
g ts some rather strange 
film jobs unrelated to 
sting. Like the time a 
nicky art director asked 
her to sew 35 pairs of sheer 
rtains for a movie set. 
I I~ 
held up their arabs with professional modesty. One 
female performer, left her chair over and over to 
hew deeply, blow kisses to the audience and finally 
walk to the front of the stage to apparently sign 
autographs. Each time she rose, Revecn's on 
followed hehind with a chair, lest ~ her super- 
conscious state, she lose her  ~vay and end h~r. 
performance with a bang. ; . _ ' 
After intermission, during which the subjec~ 
mingled in the lobby seemingly oblivious to rise 
comments and questions of their friends and neigh- 
hers, they returned to the stage. This time Reveen 
put them through their paees as theatre-gcers. Ashe 
suggested tJae movie was sad, funny, a love story 61" 
the Smithers flower show, they variously eri~, 
hooted with laughter and slapped their thigh k, 
hugged each other or yawned and turned thum6s 
down• ' 
By this time the numbers bad dwindled to s~x 
from the original 23, as one-by-one subject= had 
nwakened, gazed around in confusion and been 
helped off stage. These final six were the stars of 
Reveen's "International Variety Concert of file 
Stars," where an Ann Margaret tap-danced, ~ 
nerriff Molly Malone drawled to*the audience that 
she wanted, "Nobull or l'U Shsot y~ brains out," j  
Loui~ the crime bess and Myrtle Merga/roid pe~_- 
formed, and a "groat French lover," crooned 
French, kissped the microphone and prou.d~ 
displayed his biceps. . ~,: 
Before snapping the six back to Terrace, Revee~ 
suggested they would receive lasting benefits from 
the session, such as freedom from pain in th~ 
dentist's chair, self-confidence, and the banishment 
of hate from their minds. Whether they will he free 
from embarrassment as promised isdebatable, b~ 
for the experience all six can become members of 
Roveon's exclusive world-wide club, eomprlain~ 
only those few who have undergone the "super~ 
conscious" journey. And they have certificates t~ 
prove it. .= 
RAfter.an absence of four years, Saturday wd~ 
eveen's last Terrace visit. He played to a Kitim~t~ 
audience Sunday, and will leave seen on a world- 
wide tour of major eentros, returning to B.C. in 1986,4 
for-a two-week stint in Vancouver. 
• ~-:l 
~9 
watched as his engine quit, "from the industrial age 
then inexplicably came back through the cent~es 
back' to life..Some good to the ice age." ~ 
angel was, once again, When searching fo~: a 
apparently sitting on the wilderness ite in whic~to 
wings, build a log cabin, M~]~n 
At first Ice Runway visits a remote lake, 
seems more  like an kilometree east of "s~in- 
aviation diary than a well- couver, where "the d~ly 
crafted yarn. But as the sounds were the q~t  
book progresses, and as murmuring of a nca~3 
Mason begins to recount stream and, somewh]~r~ 
one adventure after far up the monntaini|a 
another, the reader can't marmot's hrill wh is~ '~ 
help but hang on. Gradually the b~ ~k 
WHY NO FEAR? makes clear that Maso |'~ 
Why doesn't this intrepid relationship.with natu~ l-- 
pilot have even a little of coupled . . . . .  L '~ : ~ ~ ~ ~e 
the fear of flying that most exhilaration he ~ ; ~x• 
of us experience at some perienced when at i l )e 
time? Wily, after so many controls of his light pld |e 
brushes with disaster, does -- kept him airborne.i !
he continue to soar through In the end, when a he~ lh 
the clouds? problem suddenly ended 
The answers surfaces his flying and he is left 
from time to time when the only "flights of memo~]' 
Vancouver native writes of the reader shares i 
his affinity for travelling Mason's ense of loss.: ,! 
i i  
ar  en i! 
J..t&'.,, /.,J,., ,r.-i 
' , ' " - .  : - . , . .  !i 
pJ~o/,, mana/eFeM~.Qm# i~ 
638-8245 "! ; 
i 
I 1 1 I 1 
NEWEST & BEY" . . . . .  
Now at affordable Rates I 
Wanted: Young people I 
The arts community may be' coming hard rock on which many good ideas in 
i 
One bedroom at 8325" mo~i  
Two bedroom at 8360" md.al 
E 
.~Vancouver, B.C. V6K 1J1 proposals for the following 
Attn: Ms. Olsen. programs: 
--a residential resource 
i i .  , (ac~-7may) for three adults 
---a da,/ programme to 
meet specific needs of the 
three adults. 
Submissions may be for 
residential and.or day 
programs, ~ ~ .... 
For.further Information 
5~lutomoblles 
I 
I19;t.V.W ,, RABBIT, 4 
speed, radio, good. con, contact.~ AIf Brady, 
dlt lon. No rust, 6e,000 Ministry ot Human 
Resources at Box 300, 
iin]les. 12200 OBO. Phone Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0, 
' ~11:82S1. 
• (ncS.Smay) 
REPOSSESSIONS 1970 
Chrysler Cordova, 
auto., PS, PB, AM.FM 
stereo, Gcmcl condition. 
Terry at 6,12.6191 
be~n 9am & @.m. 
(acc10-11may) 
Phone.IM2.S20L 
Submissions will be 
recolved at Ministry of 
Human Resources, 34.3412 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
until 4:30 p.m., May 31st, 
1984. VOG 4T2.' 
Tha lowest or any tender 
will not necesurlly be  
accepted, 
(accB-11may) 
to grips with one of Its thorniest loug- 
standing problems -- getting-young 
people really interested in the arts. 
Eut it is going to be alone-term ap- 
proach, perhaps taldllgalmust a 
generation. 
Delegates to the recent Canadian 
Conference f the Arts in Ottawa saw 
*the ~fflculty as not just the paucity of 
arts activity in the schools but its recent 
sharp decline. 
One Ontario delegete said that under 
a new curriculum in that province, a 
student is required to have only one arts 
credit in four years of high school. 
Other horror stories were cited. One 
community college closed Its fine art= 
program and sent its students packing 
without much notice and without even 
consulting the local arts community. 
DUCKED OBBTACLE 
The ~nferenco had hoped something 
would come out of the recent federal 
inquiry into cultural affairs pnlley -- 
the Applehaum-Hebert oomm/sslon --
but that body beglled off heeause of the 
. • .  . . 
education have foundered for over a 
century. 
Constitutionally, education is a 
provincial responsibility and one that is 
Jealously guarded by the provinces. 
The federal government, it is felt, has 
no bnsiness even muttering about 
education in the primary and secon- 
dary schools of the country. It got a toe 
in the door of higher education only in a 
roand-abeut way, first by helping to 
finance university expansion at the end 
of the Second World War, and by giving 
bursorlea and scholarships to 
unlverMty acholurs. 
But so far as an appreciation of the 
arts-- music, theatre, dance, painting, 
sculpture, and the like --  university age 
is generally considered too late to in. 
terest he average student. There have 
h%~s tudiss howing that unless a child 
exl~m¢l to the arts with some 
enoouragement before reachL, lg the 
teem, tltere'a little likelihood that 
person will be Ipueh interested in later 
We.  
- -Attract ive,  spacious, extra storage room 
--Beautiful  appliances, tiled showers 
- -Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
- -Large balconies with screened patio doors 
- -Lots of parking, recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery  co.ordlnated to w- -w carpets 
--Walking di stance to down town 
- -Fami ly  oriented, close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car wash, all in area 
-$200.N move in allowance for April 1-30 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
i 
i 
w 
3 
Pay chia tnst exp erimen ted with 
LsD, shocki depfivation ! 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  At the time of his death say there was "no doubt hat Dr, Cameron and by Cameron. By her actions, he wrote, s~e 
in 1967, Dr. Ewun'Cameron was one of the most those who worked with him, informed their confirmed his contention and was ready to start 
widely respected psychiatrists in the world, patients of the nature of their treatment." de~llug with her real problems. 
Today, his career ls the subject of bitter debate Cameron' ~nsldered traditional Cameron gave another example of a 
and million-dollar lawsuits, psychotherapy as' tlme'-consumlng and inef- statement heusedinthe "psychic drlving"ofa 
Director of Montrears Allan "Memorial fective. After nun~'~rous r experiments, he patient named Madeleine. His statement toher 
psychiatric hospital for 21 years, he openly concluded that "psychic driving," or was: ,,Youletyourmotherandfathertreatyou 
experimented onhis patients, ubjecting them repetition, was '.'an exceedingly (more) llke a ch i ld . . .  
to sensory deprivation, electroshock, I~D and powerfulteel.': "Now that you have two children (of your 
chemical "sleep,, for up to 65 days. -~.,In pr..dinary ~ychoanulynis, he explained, own), you don't seem to be able to manage 
Cameron, who described his unorthodox me patient tends to move away quite rapidly them and keep a good relationship with your 
treatments in more than 130 candid essays in from a painful area'. By a series of often quite husband. You are drifting apart. You don't go 
leading scholarly journals, aroused llttie publie subtle~moves, he talks himself out of a par- out together. You bayonet been able to keep 
criticism during his lifetime and the Allan ticular topic, him interested sexually." 
received substantial Canadian government " In the (psychic) driving situation, however, The statement was repeated 16 hours a day 
funding, he is unable to do so--  as the endless repetition for a week or more. 
When itwas later revealed that his Work was • . .  confines him to continuous.., concepts." " 
funded by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency,. In other words, the patient was captive to the . 
nine of his former patients ued. treaiment being adminlstered to him by the 4 000 mug 
They allege they had been used as guinea psychiatrist. , ~1 
pigs to test methods of interrogation, behavior 
controland brainwashing. SO far, only Velma WROTE ARTICLES s h o t s  
Orlikow, wife of New Democratic MP David It was on a "hot and sticky" day in Montreal 
Orlikow, has won her case: a $50.000 out-of- when Cameron discovered the principle of 
court settlement. "psychic lriving," he wrote in an article titled TORONTO (CP) -- About 4,000 
Even today, Cameron has his supporters. Adventures With Repetition. the Search fnr i|~q youngsters squirmed, kicked, yelled and 
t LD ' " - . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dec ors . . Goldman and K. Arvantanitakis Possibilities " giggled as their parents made them get 
4:M m.e.moer.L.!noy .wya~ cr.aole.s t.w.o re.tee.weeK ola goat  kids,  s ta r  wrote in the Canadian Journal of Psychiatry "The patient ~was a blonde and" sultry ~irl their hands dirty on Saturday. The oc. 
att.r.a..~,ons at .T.ne 4-N tuna.ralser nero ~aturaay  across  from Omineca  that he pioneered the concept of the day from Bermuda whom I roundly suseec~ed ~ of cssiun was the launching of anew child 
UU}lam.9 ~uppll.es.,.A pemng zoo, a fish .pon. d,. pony rides, clowns, sale hosp!!al, where.only .voluntary patients are" ~cestunus . . . feelings for" her" father.,, identification program by the Clvitan 
or nanmcrans ,  oa.xm.0, ann a. garage sam nmped 4.H members raise aam..~t.ea ~n .where Bey.are nottreated as ~ventually, she hinted at this, but would not service club. 
. wiln neasts WhO need to ee cagen "" come out and sa it Children ran in m a e from one aoout $550 towaras me cost or a barn. Diane Wyaff. 4.H counci| • y • g g " g 
member said the money wil l  be added to $3,000 donated by local BETTER CONDITION ' . "The recorder was on, and with great month to seven years had their finger- 
h,,~z,~,,=~o~ "rh= ~,=,., 4^ ~ k,,ll~ ^ ,  ~t,~ "rL.. .-L., ,  r _~ '  .._,~. Dr xsriantmnermon, eurrent director of the satisfaction, lp la  ed i tbocktoher"  prints, palmprints, footprints and 
I~t le l l l~ee~* .~ . , ,~  I JU I I I I  / V  I ~  I~V la .  V I I  1111;  / I I U / I I I I I I I  %,Ul l l l l iU l l l l y  " , , ,  • Y • , - 
. . . .  I1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Allan, denies Cameron s theory of psychic Still, shewould not confirm Cameron's photographs taken at nine locations in 
w~;~lu; :sd-~' /~;°n~°~hrP~;°~ ~1: v%aa °° r  ~v~aYn -w~Ken-a _1a_~,T_alr:_as dr!~ving" had an._yth.ing to do with brainwashing, suspicions.He ran'the tape ~rapi~y back and the city as their parents fllled cards with 
" s y • =-yu ,  ,n~ pt=~lm9 zoo Dr Camerons intention was that the ~ forth;playiugtheimmefeW-sentencen ~formatl.0n that wo~d, help ~lice 
~]nl~lailt~;n~a~bSe ~ P/.l ig~ gmO~tmS,bChr]sCkern~e:t;abbit, as well as two pa~iaen:~zeonadi~fl~e improved." Finally, sheangrily jumped from the'couch, men~ify me children if they are los[ or 
" P I • q , psychiatrist at the Allan, fled, and was retrieved with some difficulty" abducted. " 
are rolling.-, 
westward on the  prares  I i 
SASKATOON (CP) The days °f Carl|o" A c°°kwag°n will ac wll °" et°Saskato°nthe ay"tore ] :   iiiii¥i  iie" [ ee;'  I ed wagons rolling across the company the train to serve such the trek and the company will house 
Prairies may be long gone but things as local fish and wild rice or them in a local hotel, Clayton said. 
Saskatchewan company will game. That evening they'll visit the Western • J~  D ~q~0e . 
anventurers a chance to "I feel it's not too demanding for Development Museum to get an idea 
!are that magic this summer, tourists," he said. of what the adventure will involve. 
ttage Covered Wagon Treks, However, in case he's wrong about The next morning they'll travel by 
d ~ ~ ~ y ,  '1 '  ~gNNH~_gE~ xcAvAHMdbyraneherandchuckwagOn that, he plans a trial run the week bes to the base camp where they wlll I 
Jim Clayton and photographer before the July 16 inaugural trip. meet the drivers, outriders and • e 
LI Highet, will offer four four- Other trips start July 23,. July 30 cooks. 
,vered wagon trips in July and and Aug. 6. The $539.a-persen price includes 
t in an area about 8O kilometres Bookings are being made and one night in a Saskatson hotel, bus I II 
of Soskatoon. Highet said interest in the excursion trips to and from the camp and four ' 
I I .on trains are nothing new to has come from as far away as West days and nights on the wagon train, Clayton or Highet. Both Germany, Texas and Quebec. Clayton said. ipated last summer in a trek Participants from outside the area 
Saskatoon to Prince Albert, I " " ' 
teir new venture, Clayton will [ I I ~ ._ _1 I _  - -  __ J _ . . . J  I _  ~. I . . . .  ' 
gonmasteeand provide horses; I I-l rn n= n=n . rN I l~t~rg  
s snd experienced drivers and j '  t .~s%,4 l I%,~'lt,4,%A%~,~,dl I J i l ~ l g  
beh I Some motorcyclists fighting a rider recenfly plunked down 3000 
. . . . .  • - -  - . I compulsory helmet law in pennies at the provincial com'- ~ 
cz~too~ n ~:°basW~e;am~e n 7~%1e | Manitoba appear to he hard |house in Winnipeg to pay a fine 
I i . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .u~ l headed enough to do without for driving with his helmet on nea~o~as~seb~rcalVetsta~olala°~ecre | helm ts- or their job. backwards. 
• rh .k , .  ' - -g  ann '  R°ber tmanchet 'aWinn ipeg l  Court offlcialsrefusedtotake I I m ! 
z wagon to uamcne, ~'orc l cab driver and motorcycle owner, the coins, saying that' much 
,eaun~y--. keand the bush and had his driving licence suspended change wasnot legaltender. But i " mer =,.~ 
• " - - . l for refusing to pay three $30 fines Konyk stuck by his une-man 
:qn~,e:eervoW~ne ill t~mesl~e°~ | - - so  he lost his job as a cabbie• protest against theheimetlawund 
".'.'_." . . . . .  ~,C , . -- . i Blanchet says he would rather refused to pay up in dollar bills. 
| go on welfare or end up in jail than y take me to court, they wm~ me uay S worK, uJayton "If the 
~ w~l~srnd two nl-'|-ts in | them to drop the whole issue. It's law, however grudgingly. Only 
• ; " " I pay the fines' take me to court'" he said" I I mg everyone invmvea ann [ "I'm not ~'oin, to drm~ me D s ite the is better than bein served " . ~ o . _ . , . . . .  P . protests, most 
. . . . . . . . .  g " / issue," said ~lancnet "I want bikers appear to be obeying the 
~-~o~, . . . .  ~v.~,, . . . . .  r,-. ... J baloney." ' about 80 tickets have been issued 
. . . . . . . .  =rap ann [we mgn¢~ I Bill Konyk, another miffed since it went into effect April I. econdnry camp near Fort J 
Ba a ngs  recorded  - 
rIMORE (AP)  - -  Babies suggest when intervention should Stark has fitted a special 
~g could help predict potential occur," she said. lauob~ratory booth with a mobile, 
handicaps, say researchers The study involves 36 children P ppets and crackers. Using a game 
re monitoring infants' first ranging in age from three months to of peekaboo, the researchers try to 
• 18months. Stark said each age has its get the infants to react by trying to 
• . own developmental level, and while make sounds After a 30-minute 
t babblings are recorded on infants' native languages may be ~ession, the infants are given a break 
pe and will be used to form a different, he sounds appear to be the and then brought back to the booth 
~f speech development being same. for a hearing check. 
I by Dr. l~chel Stark and 
r Bond at the John F. Ken. Past research shows that some The tests are part of a three-year 
Institute for Handicapped sounds--notably consonants - - seem project hat began in September with 
. to occur in "quantum leaps" at a $250,000 grant from the National 
. . . . . . . .  ,, . certain levels, while vowels develop Institute of Child Health and Human 
- -  uucn as ua ann at a steadier pace, she said. Develo ment. 
en "eeeeeeyah" - -  are P 
cl the shape of the in- _ _ 
because many of the 
onformtoanalphabet CP lowers fares 
e phonetics, you are 
)so sounds, which isn't I~ '~ '~ '  ~ l  I l l  I~  ~ '~ ~[' ~ l  ~ I J l~  ~ 
ld was doing Stark %,,#" " V O "OO,  I Sanyo F lsh: r :a ; :~l° /kyOo;k  Toshiba, I i 
'hers hon~ ~- nh*=l, ~o OTTAWA (CP) - -  CP Air s June $820. A return ticket during the 
types ~-se-un~'made discount prices on return flights same period from Ottawa to 
~fants to help them between Ottawa and Western ~umonmn or" Calgary will cost 
help children who up- Canadian cities have been $249/ 
) develop speech hun- reduced even further, saving ~t . . . . . . . . .  
eu~ mm~ngs must De made 14 turk, the director of the travellers an extra $20 to $60 . . . . . . . .  
oays m anvance anu me traveller Division of Com. depending on the destination, said . . . . .  
:ien( and Dlsor|lers Paul Jolicoeur," a CP Air must soy over one ~aturaay. 
' spoxesman." . Between June IS and 30, fares 
zrorn Ottawa to Vancouver will be 
f~  'toEw very "ood The discount rates yet to be $349 while a . turn flight from 
ils * = ,o,.~,'.,"~,^. approved by the Canadian Ottawa to Calgary or Edmonton 
," ale "tha;"c'l~Tld i:';n Transport Commission, have been will cost $289. 
press ward npeech, so reduced to attract customers . 
pie] ut those at risk aur!ng a normauy soft period of Hugh Riopelle, an Air Canada 
~ord~ , as oppom d to nnmueus, said Jolinoour in a news spokesman, said his airline will 
! cal up," she laid. release, examine the possibility of offering 
~ed t t pediatricans' "Busin . . . . . . . . . .  reauctions on thetr flights with the 
ms[ a .ocnno ,~s (in June) so we are trying to . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  ' generate more traffic," he sa ldFr iday , will"Pant histery dlctates that W e m a t c h  th, flights," e said. " ~ ; ~ C ' " ' ,  .~'~=. m ~ - - I  
ame~s~te e~h~ e From Juse ,to ,4 a return fare ot~rCat~acd~u~tfli~ghnt~n ~ • 
mcanoren wmm us ,up from Ottawa to Vancouver will bo . .oo  - -w  .e  ry ca!t 635 . . . . . . .  ° J 
- - - -  $299 with the reductlon compared cheapest flight In June between director ca  
- 357  . with the regular economy fare of Vancouver and Ottawa ts $329 direct0 6 57 
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. ?  
covered s r lli  r ss t  
dusty r iri s   l   t 
a 'new sk tc  c y ill 
give d a t r rs   
r~capture t t i  t is s r. 
. Herit  v r   r ks, 
formed by rancher and chuckwagon 
driver Ji  l yt   t r r 
Merrill i , ill    
day covered agon trips in July and 
August i   r  t 0 il tr s 
north of Soskatoun. 
":"ag n tr i  r  t i   t  
either l t  r 
[~.lrt cipated 
from u atoon  i  l , 
Sask. 
in th i   , l  ill 
be wu u t  r i  m ; 
wagon  a
outriders, one of whom w~ll be his 12- 
year-old aughter, Linda. 
Participants, who will. be bused 
from Sankatoon to a base camp in the 
t~k area, will travel a 40-kflometre 
route on horseback, stagecoach and 
covered wagon to Batoche, Fort 
Carlton, Duck Lake and the bush and 
prairie country. 
While there will be time for 
sightseeing, everyone will be asked 
to help ith the day's ork, Clayton 
said• 
"Getting everyone involved and 
helping g ." 
SLEEPS IN TENT 
Travellers will spend two nights in 
tents at the base camp and two nights 
at a s c ar   
BALTI  (AP)  - -  i ' 
babbling 
speech i ,  r r r  
who ar  it ri  i f ts' first 
sounds. 
Infant li  r  r r   
videotape  ill  s  t  f r   
model of s. t 
Created Ra
J~ennifer Bond at the John F. Ken. 
riedy 
Children. 
The sounds - -  such as "da" and 
"geh" and even 
monitored for to pitch, loudness, 
roughness and   
fant's mouth 
sounds don't conform to an alphabet. 
"If you use  
forced to choose s s, i  is 't 
what the child was doing," Stark 
said. 
: The researchers pe to obtain the 
numbers and of ounds made 
by normal in t  
identify and a
pear likely to a
dicaps, said S a  
institute's 
munications Sciences i d . 
PREDICTIONS TRUE 
"There are not n w r  good 
measuring tools, tests, rating scales 
to tell how far long t t child is i  
his or her prog  toward s
it's difficult o ck o   
Tor speech disor ers, sed 
those who will tch s
But she stressed hnt i i '
.'assurances 
progressing at his own rate usually 
prove true• 
' "We're hoping the measurements 
we will generate as a result of the 
project, when applied t  develop- 
mentally disabled 
!dentlfy thuse at greater risk and 
II . . . . . . . . . .  II . . . . . . . .  ] II II 
